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WIDE WORLD -"What is the Color of the Wide, Wide World" opens this evening at 8:00 p.m. in the University
Stephenson,
Theatre on the Murray State campus. Shown rehearsing a scene from the-play are (from left) David
Benton.
Murphy,
Bridget
and
Sturgis,
Calman,
Kristy
Murray;
Murray; Susan Spencer, Crossville, Ill.; Tammy Pate,
767-6797.
calling
by
made
be
may
reservations
and
week
this
of
Saturday
through
will
play
The production

On Friday In Murray Area

Census Forms To Be Mailed
. The questions have to have some
Murray postmaster Virgil Gilliam
relationship with an identifiable -naconfirmed today that census forms wiy
tional interest," said Census Bureau
be mailed. locally Friday.
spokesman Henry Smith."We don't ask
The questionnaires being delivered to
your religion, or who you sleep with of'
86 million homes are the basisof the nawhether you have a pet."-Even though
tion's 20th census.-Burea u-officials hope
rejected by the Census Bureau. those
at least 80 percent will be filled out and
are all questions one group or another
mailed back by Tuesday.
sought to have included.
The Census Bureau doesn't care what
Kent Fri-Sbee, manageT-ut-the-locatyour religion is. Who you sTeep With or
census office, said a toll-free number to
whether you have a pet. But it does
call if questions arise on filling out the
have lots of other questions and the cenforms will be put under each person's
sus forrns arriving in tomorrow's mail
addrers. Trains‘census -workers will
may ream too prioriesfor mumpeorde.
answer the calls.
If that is your impression., please
The number is 1-800482-8490. Hours to
don't blame the Census Bureau, pleads
'call are 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. on
director Vincent Barabba.
weekday's through April 4, 8:30 a.m. to
"These are not the Census Bureau's
4:30 p.m. March 29 and 30 and April 7questions," he said. "They are what the
11, Firsbee said.
American people brought forth in 70
Ray Bancroft of the bureau recalled
public hearings or were suggested by
that other rejected suggestions includCongress or federal agencies."
ed some dealing with sexual
For most people that will be a simple
preference', what type of leisure activiexercise, taking 15 minutes or less, to
ty is most enjoyed, whether a person is
answer the 19 questions on the Short
left-handed and whether he or she
form.
snores.
But for one family in six - more in
The bureau held hearings starting in
it will take about 45
rural areas
1974 to develop questions.
minutes to handle the long form, which
The first question on all forms asks
has an extra 20 personal and 26 housing
the name of each person living in the
questions.
house as of Aprill.
Your answers and those of other
Question No.2 deals with how the peoAmericans are compiled to develop a
no
and
nation
listed are related to one another and
the
pie
of
•
profile
statistical
the next two questions ask the sex and
information on any individual is made
public. The count itself is required by . cacial background of the individuals.. .
Question No. 5 is on age, No. 6 on
the Constitution.

Compensation Issue To
Be Brought Up In House
4
3
riN

s•
of

22

The House rejected amendments to
By HERBERT SPARROW
eliminate the annual cost of living inAssociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(APIMembers -,-creases for the judges, to cut the $10,000
raise in half and to apply the 6 percents
of the House of Representatives were
annual ceiling to other elected officials.
expected to reconsider the touchy issue
However, the House did agree to
of raising their compensation today.
restore a $2,000-a-year salary increase
The House delayed a final vote on a
for circuit court clerks that the Senate
bill Wednesday.granting pay raises to
had taken off of the original bill.
Kentucky's judges to give supporters of
That guarantees that the measure, if
increased legislative compensation
passed by the House, will go back to the
time to work on a compromise proSenate for concurrence in the amend_
posal.
ment. The General Assembly has set
The House agreed to the delay,
three days next week for such acaside
layof
move
parliamentary
the
through
tion.
ing the bill on the clerk's desk, after
The House passed and sent to the
defeating an amendment that would
Senate a measure that would require
have increased the legislators' expense
physicians to give a woman a detailed
allowance,effective immediately.
briefing at least 24 hours before a planThe amendment would have increasned abortion and receive a signed coned the legislators' daily expense
sent from the woman.
allowancoduring a session from $75 to
The measure, which passed 64-23,
$100 and their monthly allowance
also would require a court hearing.
between sessions from $750 to $1,000.
before a women under 18 years of age
Rep. J.R. Gray,D-Benton.then asked
obtain an abortion and sets up a
an
"Could
offer
could
he
so
for the delay
record keeping system on abortions in
amendment to tack a 6 percent annual
the state Department for Human
cost of living increase on the
Resources, requring all abortions to be
legislators' per diem salary and exto the state agency.
reported
year.
next
penses,effective
Rep. Raymond Overstreet, RThe move ended nearly two hours of
Liberty,expressed concern about how a
debate on the bill, which had passed the
mentally incompetent women would be
Senate earlier thiV month with little
able to properly sign the consent form.
debate.
A Senate-passed measure calling for
The bill gives circuit and appellate
a statewide lottery on the A(entucky
judges and Supreme Court justices an
Derby to fund a Vietnam War veterans
increase of $10,000 a year and district
bohus tell five votes short in the House. •
judges $11,000 annually,followed by anBecause the bill called for a connual cost of living increases up to 6 per/stitutional amendment, which would_
_eent a_yeas.
receive tii;dlitr have been voted upoh at the 1981
-n-ow District fu-ares
general election, the measure requeed
circuit judges $35,000, Appeals Court
60 votes for passage. The House voted
judges $37,000 and Supreme Court
55-36 for the bill.
Justices $39,000.

marital status and No. 7 on-whether the
individual is of Hispanic origin or descent.
The housing questions everyone will
be asked cover such things as number
of living quarters at the address,
whether-there are complete plumbing
faCilities, the number of rooms.
whether you own or rent,the amount of
rent and the size and value of the proPertyOn the long form, the more detailed
housing questions include topics such
as type of water and sewer service, the
age of the building, the average cost of
utilities, whether there is a telephone.
the number of bedrooms and
bathrooms, real estate taxes, mortgage
and insurance.
Extra personal questions on the long
form include place of birth, languages
spoken, citizenship, ancestry, education, military service, health and
means of traveling to work.
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mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy and breezy with
rain likely tonight, rain possibly
becoming_ heavy at times. Lows
,in the upper 40s to low 50s. Windy
and mild Friday with showers
and possible. thunderstorms ending during the afternoon. Highs
in the low 60s.
LAKE LEVELS
355.86
Lake Barkley
355.71
Kentucky Lake

to begin next Monday.
By DAVID HIBBITTS
"It had been on my mind all week,"
Sports Editor
wide receiver Anthony Robbins said. "I
There was a collective sigh of relief
had an unusual feeling because I didn't
hen Murray State head football coach
know what he was going to do. It was a
Mike Gottfried announced yesterday he
very tense time.
xould be staying in his position through
"It's time now to get to work. The
the coming season.
reaction was nice. I am happy to hear
It was for those people who gave the
he is going to stay."
sighs of relief that Gottfried made the
"I am just glad he decided to stay,"
decision.
OVC Defensive Player of the Year
"The thing that always amazes me is
Terry Love said. "Last night when it
the city of Murray," Gottfried said. "I
was up in the air, I sorta knew he was
knew this was a great situation.
going to stick around.
-The thing is that people ca,re. That is
"You can play for anybody, but you
the difference in recruiting; if§ a
don't always get to play for the people
people-oriented place. The people rose
you really want to play for. We have the
to the occasion.
type of relationship you respect.
-This is not an average place or
"I didn't want another coach in my
university. They do things here like
They should be dope."
Gottfried said he began reconsidering
his decision after the numerous calls
and requests he received beginning last
Saturday asking him to stay in Murray.
-He Arizona coach Tony Mason)
really wanted me to come. He's a great
guy; he really understands. Had it not
been for him, I wouldn't have conLIN Gov. Martha Layne Collins will
mdered the job.
speak at the 11th annual membership
-When it all started, there was no
meeting of Kentucky's Western
way I wanted this to happen," he said.
Waterland to be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
• A lot had-to do with the response. My
April 8, at the Convention Center at
happenwere
wife told me some things
Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
ing.
The lieutenant governor will speak to
_
-4-ean4 help-saying that-rSaturda‘
aza
and-Sunday I had an empty feeling. The -Veal tourism bus1ness-opeidtnri
state
the
across
from
officials
tourism
toughest
the
loyalty of the kids was
on the administration's position on
thing.
of concern to the tourism inissues
hadI
up.
came
never
"The contract
dustry.
gotten the letter (of resignation) typed
The membership of KWW, an eightand was going to sign it during the intourism promotion organization
county
terim period.
for western Kentucky, meets one time
"We can now begin ourclimb. It's goeach year to review activities of the
tng to be very difficult but we've got a
-organization-and to fiftROLIfiCe it& boardpretty good football team." of directors. KWW, with more than 300
The responses from the football- team
members, is the largest private
to Gottfried's decision were filled'with
organization in the state.
tourism
be
relief, both in knowing there would
In addition to the featured speaker,
no changes in the coaching system and
the annual meeting program will Inthat they could go back to back during
clude the president's report. Jim
spring practice which is now scheduled

senior year. The beat goes on now
"This shnuldspark the team a little
more. Now, we've got to do it to make
his stay worthwhile. We have a little
more to shout about."
"I was optimistic tonight," center
Norman Fell said. -I though Coach
' Gottfried would stay. He wanted to be
with us another year.
"Friday was hard news. The shock
opened our eyes. We appreciated
something maybe we hadn't before. He
is a great organizer and motivator.
"This might put a little spark into thr-program. I know it will work out for the
good. Everybody was afraid of a
change. We were getting itchy (to start
See GOT7'FRIED
Page 16,Column 5

Collins Will Speak At
Annual KWW Meeting
Suitor, KWW president, will review
various projects carried out during the
past year and will outline plans for
future programs.
Also included on the program will be
the presentation of the KWW Member,
of the Year awa,rd for outstanding ser-- 'Wit to
dustry.
Results of the election of representatives to the KWW board of directors
will also be announced at,the meeting.
Ten vacancies on the board because of
expired terms of office or resignations
will be filled through an election by
mail.
-A bulk.t-dinner will- precede- -thebusiness portion of the meeting. Tickets
for the meeting are $12 per plate and
may be obtained by writing the KWW
office, Route 1, GrandRivers, Ky.
42045, or by calling (502) 362-4282. The
public is invited to attend.

Senates Gives Final Approval
To Compromise 'Windfall' Tax
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I API —• The Senate
today gave final congressional approval to a compromise "windfall" tax
on the oil industry, a $227-billion
measure designed as a cornerstone of
President Carter's energy policy.
The 66-31 vote sent the measure to
Carter for his signature, 11 months
after he recommended it.
Opponents contended the tax would
deprive the oil industry of money need,edlor energy investment.Backers called it fair and well within the ability of
oil producers and royalty-owners to
pay.

Before passing the bill, the Senate rejected an appeal by Sen. Bob Dole, RKan., that would have sent it to the
Finance Committee for hearings on
how it would affect U.S. oil production
and independent producers.'That vote
was61-35.
Earlier, Sen. Henry P. Bellmon, ROkla., dropped his attempt to send the
bill to the Appropriations Committee.
Bellmon had wanted that panel to study
how the suggested earmarking of the
tax revenues-including 60 percent for
income-tax cuts would affect efforts
to hold down federal spending.
The tax would take effect retroactively to March 1.

The bill is a compromise version of
the $294 billion tax Carter recommended last April after deciding to phase out
federal price controls on U.S. crude oil;
He began decontrol in an effort to spur
domestic oil production and reduce
reliance on imports.
Decontrol will allow U.S. prices to
rise to world market levels and cost
consumers an estimated $1 trillion in
the 1980s. The tax will take $227.7 billion
of that -windfall" and, after other
federal and state taxes are subtracted,
will leave the oil industry $221 billion it
would not have had under continued
controls.

Humane Society Plans Special Week
A committee to formulate activities
for the annual Be Kind To Animals
Week set for May 540 was formed at
the March meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Humane Society.
Carol Barrett, Humane Society president, will serve as the chairman.
Others named to the committee were
Peggy Allgood-,--- Eva Crank, Gigi
Dawson. Carole Hahn and Linda
Luther.

It was noted at the meeting that persons seeing an injured animal may call
the Humane Society shelter or the Murray Police Department to have the
animal picked up. The phone numbers
are 759-4141 for the shelter and 753-1621
for the police.
- The shelter, located at 105 E.
Sycamore Ext., is open from 9 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 9 a.m. to noon Satur-

day.
Others attending the meeting in addition to those mentioned were Becky
Lloyd, Bonnie Sanders, Mary Jane
Overbey, Keith Heim, Vera Nordoff
and Ann Herron.
The next -meeting . of the Humane
Societk will be at 1 p.m. Monday, April
21, at the Calloway County Public
Library. Anyone interested in the work
ofthe society is invited to attend.

Credit Cards
Pocketful Of Plastic Will Soon Carry Less Clout Than Before
would

charge
CorpOration said it
ing a finance charge on the balance.
MasterCard and Visa holders an $18 anJames Stetler of Diners Club was
nual iss.begirining next month.
quoted by Advertising Age, a trade
journal, as saying: "The new ruling is
Citibank, the nation's second largest
meant to restrain consumer credit and
commercial bank and one of the most
not business expenses. Diners Club
aggressive in the field of consumer
members use the card primarily for
credit during much of the past decade,
business expenses."
announced new rules on Monday.
Among the things faced by the
A full-page American Express ad in
Among the changes: no new Mastermillions of Americans who already
The Washington Post on Tuesday, adCard or Visa cards; minimum monthlyhave credit cards are bigger minimum
dressed to cardholders, said: "You are
payments of $15 for current carmonthly payments, limits on cash adexpected to pay your bill in full every
dholders; no installment loans to new
vances, annual fees and higher interest
month ... You don't get in over your
customers.
charges.
head. That's why our Cardmembers
Many of the changes began even
can continue to use the American ExDifferent cards, however, have difCarter's action. Lenders, fated
they
before
which
in
manner
the
in
Card
press
ferent strings. There is also a difwith the high cost of borrowing money
always have ... responsibly."
ference between the "travel and enter"We don't see any clear cut trend,"
themselves, found it was no longer proWhere possible, banks and other
tainment" cards like American ExTim Lynch, a spokesman for Masterfitable to grant loans at,current rates.
creditors are raising interest rates. In
press or Diners Club, whose customers
Card (formerly Master Charge'. said
-AM — IrkIkes where state- usury- Ws -put-a- "villh the staitrot Wd3Iiiar.itheretite.41
- jéIálItrriiiiir
otFruesay.'Moil-liiiiki-iirerr-f
is a 12- percent usury ceiling, Seattle
ceiling on interest, lenders are exeach month, and the bank and store
moting new cards ... Otheis aiy making
First National Bank eliminated adverMiami,
In
fees.
new
with
perimenting
of
option
the
cards which offer users
the qualifications more stringent.''
tising for credit cards last summer.
for example, the Southeast Banking
paying a little bit at a time and incurr• US. Rep. Frank Annunzio. 1)-111„
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Your pocketful of plastic may carry
less clout than it used to.
The impact of the recent credit c fltrols annotMced by President Carter
varies according to Where you live, the
type of credit you have and how much
you spend.
ore than a week after Carter unveiled tiiaijinflation program, including
moves designed to down consumer
spending by making it harder to buy
,
now and pay later, lenders are still tr)
ing to figure out exactly what to do.

chairman of the House Banking subcommittee on consumer affairs, called
officials of the Federal Reserve Board
to testify at a hearing on the controls today. Anotherl hearing by another subcommittee was scheduled for next
week.
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Happenings In The Community
Thursday, March 2?
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
This will be the annual inspection by the Grand Chapter
officer and all Royal Arch
Masons are urged to attend.

The Murray Vigh School
Band is scb-s,"At,a)present a
p.m. in the Lovett
concert act
'
Auditorium, Murray State
University.
Support Group meeting for
SID, sudden death syndrome,
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Health Center. Any person
who has lost a child through
SID, accident or illness is encouraged to attend.
Greater Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will
have a discussion on "Acceptance Facing Reality" at 8
p.m. at the home of Nell Lacy,
Saxony Mobile Court, near
Lone Oak. For information
call 1-554-5670.
Senior bassoon recital by
Jane Harold, Paducah, is
scheduled at 7 p.m. at the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Disabled
American
Veterans Chapter and Auxiliary are scheduled to meet at
7 p.m. at the Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Ends Tonite•
"California Suits(PG)99
'
STARTS TOMORROW

SERIAL
Centrol C • 753-3310

An American Dream
Becomes a Luse Slog,

rl

F.

/

•

Ie

SPA1.1.1.

•..`•

-

Coakeftwist1
Offnit

Ends Unite* _ ;05.§7-20;
"American Gigolo"(R)
STARTS TOMORROW

Ends Soon•See Itf
,4 20 rOOSud:
-

Ends Soon•See It!
7:1S,9:35 -2:00S-un.

Chapter,
TwoNd4
Cheitiwt St•751.3314

(
.Late Show•Cheri 3
1. "Pink Floyd"(G)
..•
2. "Lost House
On The Left"(R)
3. Adult Entertainment
-18 Or Over Only.
Opening Thur. Apr. 3
FREE SHOW
A
Del

EVEAY DOD,
LOVES
A WINNER

COACH'
121 S •753 3314

37--15W714-

Spe0c# Theme-

BOMAR BOY
A baby boy, Barry Michael,
Saturday, March 211
Friday, March 28
weigtung five pounds 13
Intercollegiate Rodeo sponPaducah Antiques Show and
ounces.
was born to Mr. and
Sale will beheld at Jaycee sored by Murray State InterRandy
Bomar of Route 2,
Mrs
Civic Cente, 2701 Park collegiate Rodeo Club will
Springville, Tenn., on Friday,
Avenue, Paducah, from 5 to 9 have its third night program
14, at the Vanderbilt
p.m. Tickets may be purchas- at 7:30 p.m. at the West Ken- Mardi
Hospital.
Nashville,Tenn.
ed at the door and will be good tucky Livestock and ExposiThe mother is the former
for today, Saturday from 12 tion Center. Tickets are $4
sir. and
KattclianIdAssparietenr4.
noon to 9 p.m., and Sunday aduls. $3 students, and $2
are
Exhibit in drawing by from 12 noon to
children
&to
12.
5 p.m.
Richard J. Mjos will open at
Mrs M. C. Bomar of Spring% ille, Tenn., and Mr. and
the Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
night
of
Third
"What
is the
Meals for Nutrition ProCenter, Murray State UniverMrs Dallas- Lassiter of Cotgram for the Elderly will be Color of the Wide, Wide
,rove;-Tenn.
sity, and will go through April
tage
will
be
World?"
presented
at
served at 12 noon at the
9.
the Murray State University
Douglas Center.
Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission
Wranglers Riding Club is
Shopping for Senior'Citizens $3 for adults,$1.50 for-children..
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway County Court will be held and call 753-0929 •uner 12, or by season ticket.
by 9:lSd.m. for morning shopHouse.
Annual Pancake Day by the
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
61y Civitan Club will be
Ma
:
Knights of Columbus Ladies afternoon shopping.
held from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Night will be held at 6:30 p.m.
John Denham of Murray
Restaurant. was one of 12 new
at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Second night of Inter-1.. Trenholm's
members ioCatholic Church. Al and Sallie collegiate Rodeo, sponsored' Tickets are $1.50 per person.
dated into Gamma Beta Phi,
Gay will be host and hostess,
by Murray State Rodeo Club,
Masons of Alford Lodge and a national honor society at
will start at 7:30 p.m. Admis- ladies of the Eastern Star will Bethel College, McKenzie,
Zeta Department, Murray sion will be $4 adults, $3 stuhave their annual old fashion- Tenn.
Woman's Club, will meet at dent,and $2 childivn 6 to 12.
The event took place in the
ed
fish fry at Aurora Masonic
7:30 p.m. at the club house
Lodge Hall, Highway 68. Serv- Dickey Fine Arts Center
with Joe Tom Erwin as
Iodated on the campus of the
Second production of -What ing will start at 5 p.m.
speaker.
college. Ms. Carolyn Coombs
is the Color of the Wide, Wide
World?"Pwill be at 8 p.m. at
Registration for Eastwood was the guest speaker for the
Workshop and lecture by the Murray State University
School will be held induction.
Christian
Walter Hylick, ceramicist Theatre. Tickets are $3 adults,
Other new members are
from 9 am. to 12 noon at the
from Berea Collge, will hold a $1.50 for children under 12, or
school, located on Highway 94 Tim Lindsey, Rhonda French,
workshop from 8:34 a.m. to 3 by season ticket.
and Mary Bush, McKenzie,
East.
p.m. and a lecture at 7:30 p.m.
Tenn.; Debbie Bush, Trezein Room 423,Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University
Oaks Country Club will have v nt, Tenn.; Jay Brown,
Murray State University. For
Racer baseball team will play a club member breakfast at Marlow, Okla.; Karen Craft,
information call 762-3784.
Akron at 1 p.m. and Brown 7:30 a.m. at the club. No reser- Nlidletown, Ohio; JameglipUniversity'at 3 p.m.at Reagan vations are required. A tennis shaw. Columbia, Tenn.;
Murray State University- Field,MSU.
organizational meeting will Thomas Sweet, Fairfield, Ill.;
Racer baseball team will play
follow. Also a ladies golf spr- ...P.aricia,Edwards and David
the University of Akron at 1
Murray State University ing meeting will be at 10:30 Brown, Memphis, Tenn.; and
p.m. and Brown University at
men's tennis team will play a.m. and any lady unable to Alisa Murrie, Vienna, Ill.
3 p.m.at Reagan Field, MSU.
the University of Illinois at attend is asked to contact
2:45 p.m. at the University Vicki Nance.
HOSPITAL NEWS.
Intercollegiate rodeo, sponcourts.
sored by MS Intercollegiate
Anniversary dance by the
3-25-80
Rodeo Club will open at 7:30
Greater Paducah Chapter of
Exhibition on works tiy
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
p.m. at tile West Kentucky
Mary H. Lawrie, Norwood, Parents Without Partners will
Banker, baby girl,
Livestock and Exposition
be
held
at 9 p.m. at the
Pamela t, Rt. 1, Box 152-3,
Mass., anic
Richard S.
Center. Admission is$3 adults„
_
_
' Murray.
Cdulubta Han
students, and $1, Children 6 -Abrahams,, Glenview, Ill.: Kniglits
students at Muriay DISMISSALS
to 12.
State—isanp
l
oe?nrrarteel
anddllgem
b'T
bellir:
Mrs. Penny D. Alderxiice,
University, will be on display
Recital by Lloyd Greenwell, through
are
asked
to
bring
goodies
for
Ht. 1. Farmington; Mts.
April 9 at the Eagle
senior, string bass, is schedulNaomi B. Haynes, 349 Rison,
Gallery, Fine Arts Center, the refreshment table.
ed at 8:15 a.m. in Farrell
Pans. Tenn.; Mrs. Sherry L.
.MSU.
Recital Hall, Murray State
Events at Land Between the
Bradshaw, 909 Maiden,
Country Music Show featur- Lakes will include Butter
University.
Fulton: Mrs. Anna J. Webb,
ing Jimmy Newman and Ca- Churning at 10 a.m. at The
lit. I. Cottage Grove, Tenn..
Parent-Teacher
Con- jun Country, nominated as one
Homeplace-1850; Handlooin
Mrs. Bar a S. Kirksey
ferences will be held from 3:30 of top five country bands for
Weaving Workshop from 10 and_. bab boy, 1017
Payne
to 6 p.m. at the Southwest 1900, will be held at the
a.m. to 3 .m. at
Street-, urray; Mrs. Janice
Calloway Elementary School. Calloway County High School
Farm; ,a re's
toing K Sh ppard, Rt. 1, Dexter;
A public hearing concerning gym at 7:30 p.m. Tlas is spon- Shortage at 1
. and Wh
Byr. T. Byars, Box 2738.
the Educational Improvement sored by the Calloway FFA
Lives Here? at 2:30.p.m.,
'ersity Station, Murray;
Plan for the school will be held Chapter.
at Center Station._
x
E. Morris, 1711 Wells Exat6 p.m.at the school.
Refresher course is square
Murray State _University tended, Murray.
Mrs. Lois C. Hamm, Rt. 1,
Friday,March
dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at Racer Baseball Team will
National Association of Gleason Hall, North 12th and
play Eastern Kentucky in an Box 274, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.
Retired Federal Employees Payne Streets. For informa- OVC doubleheader at 1 p.m. at Diane Rose, 2117 Brookhaven,
Murray; Mrs, Cathy K.
(NARFE) will meet at -11:30 tion call.436-2577.
Reagan Field, MSU.
Turner, Rt. 1, Box • 63,
a.m. at the Colonial House
First Secondary Consumer
Mansfield, Tenn.; Mrs.
Smorgasbord. A represen- and Homemaking CompetiSunday, March 30
tative from the University of tion Day for home economics
St. Leo's parishioners will Dorothy N Taylor, 1922 Red
Kentucky will speak on students from. West Kentucky observe the Spirit Walk in Oak Drive, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
'Nutrition."
will open at 8:30 a.m. in the Gleason Hall at 10:43 a.m. Diane Tharpe, 1022 Reynolds,
Paris, Tenn.
Club memership social is lobby of the Student Center, preceding the 11 a.m. mass
Clifton R. Curd, Rt. 5, Murwith
special
by
the
singing
Murray
State
University.
scheduled at 5:30 p.m, at the
ray;
Mrs. Susan Watts, Rt. 2,
children's
choir
Displays will be shown_ in the
Murray Country Club.
Springville, Teen; Mrs. DonApplied Science Building and
Open house with tours of the na F. Scott, 95 Riviera, Mut=
----Registration -for-the fall the awards program will be at
building
and refreshments ray; Mrs. Eva J. Wilkerson,
2
p.m.,
in
th2jtudent
Center
term at Eastwood Christian
will
be
held
at the,Calloway Rt. 4, Murray; Joseph N.
School, Highway 94 East, will Auditorium
Middle
School
from 1 to 4 p.m. Shankle, 1409 Porter, Paris,
be held from 12 noon to 5 p.m.
Tenn.
The
public
is
invited.
Saturday,
March
29
For information call 753-1834
Elwood Brown, Sr., Rt. 1,
Murray Woman's Club will
or 759-4090.
Hardin; Lynn D. Burkeen, Rt.
Senior trumpet recital by
have its general meeting at
Kenneth Welch, Fowlkes, 3, Box 366, Murray; Mrs.
Forestry Enrichment Series 9:30 a.m.at the club house.
Modene C. Hackett,904 ISloplar
Ind., will be held at 3:30 p.m.
will open at Camp Energy
Annual.Choral Festival will in the recital Hall Annex, Fine
Street, Murray; Charles F.
Group ramp, Land Between - he held at Lovett
Hutchins, Rt. k Box- 100,-MurAuditorium, Arts Cèntér, Murray State
the Lakes and run through Murray State University. •
ray.
University.
Sunday.
Thursday,March 27
"What is •tie Color of the
Wide, Wide World?" will be
presented at the Murray State
University Theatre at 8 p.m.
Admission will be $3 adults,
$1.50 children, or by season
ticket.

John efiliani Is
Nelvintluctee In
Society

Featured At Home Luncheon
"The getting to know you
better" theme of the annual
luncheon of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held Thursday. March 20,
entailed picking out members
from 30to 40 year old pictures.
Mrs. June Crider was
organizer for the program
held following the potluck luncheon.
Hostesses were Mrs. Quinton Gibson, Mrs. Joe Gertzen,
Mrs. Clifton Key, and Mrs.
Paul Redden.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Gertzen. Twenty
members were present.
Guests were Mrs. Robert
Hodges of Forest Grove,

Oregon, sister of Mrs.
Margaret Taylor, and Karen
Doran of Memphis, Tenn.,
granddaughter of Mrs. Tip
Doran and Mrs. Vernon Butterworth, both members of the
department.
Mrs. Joan Bowker, director
of vocal music at Carter
SchooL presented about 40
fourth grade chorus members
in concert at the February
meeting. The members introduced themselves and were
served refreshments before
leaving.
Also at the February
meeting a memorial for Mrs.
Robbie Harrison, former
member and chairman of the

department, was given. Present were 21 members.
February hostesses were
Mrs. Alfred Taylor, Mrs. Lora
Arnold, Mrs. E. W. Riley, and
Mrs. J T. Sammons.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Betty Newton of Buchanan,
Tenn., has been' dismissed
from the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.

Community
Concert
Association will present the
New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra at 8 p.m. at the Jaycee
Civic Center, Paducah. Admission will be by season
ticket.

the s
disc
order

PADUCAH PATIENT •
Mrs. Joseph Ross of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital,Paducah.

FOR LOOKS THAT
GET THE LOOKS
• PI
‘77

\/ if\k_3 HAT ARL SUER
Jr. Mix
'n' Match
Blouses
Reg. 12",

6.99
Skirts
Reg 15"

11.99
Blazers
Reg 24”

I

$2

Gu;
meets
Alp .
Marc
of :
i
chapl
tist H

15.99

I.

Misses
Jacket Dresses
taxe o,,wnt..
rm.s Spring

Reg 38 99

Jr. Suits
Raincoats
Dor, ! be caucrt
Shower%

E aster

Reg up to 50 00

19.99

Reg. 49"

39.99

-*/

Misses Coordinates
Blazers, vests, skirts,
pants & blouseS
Central Shopping Center
Hrs. 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
"V-6P M.S-unday

Reg. to 19"

8.99

• Master Chop • VISA • Shopper's Cheeps

Easter Is Just
Around
The Corner

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.

troducing.
..
in
Enix Interiors

When Young Men
Want To Look
Their Best
They Shop
With Us First.

CUSTOM FRAMING
Come In and Talk To

Betty Hinton
Our Professional CpnsUltant
Equipment
'Latest
choose from
Mats to
oi
choose from
100s
•

Frames to
designed Mats
*stom
*Choose Cu
ve ,
thers
as-Qval, V-Groo
such Oriental, and Many o
sided
*100's of

CORN-AUSTIN

•We Don't Sell Mats and
FromII"
•W.Sett 1Vorksof Art*
CUSTOM• FRAMING

-13O•vA- Murray
Ph 753 1474
1 01h & Ch

NTERIORS
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THE ACES

Reita Moody Speaks At Chapter
Meet Held At Home, Betty Riley
Guest speaker at the
meeting of the Rho Chaper of
Alpha Delta Kappa held
March 17 at 7 p.m. at the home
of Betty Riley was Reita
Moody of Murray who is
chaplain at the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
"Dealing With Stress" was
the subject of Mrs Moody",
discussion. She said that in
order to deal with stress a per-

"A superior man is
modest in his speech, but
exceeds in his actions Confucius

son had to become aware of
how things are with her, accept them, and learn to let go
of things one doesn't like. She
made the point that if a person
has stress in one's life and
does not learn how to deal with
it, that person will become ill.
Mrs. Moody listed eight
ways a person should meet the
stress in life which are:
Become aware of stress in

Win this hot new bike
in the
c' t,
5 Big
"Bike-Away!

Kids, you have a chance
to win this sporty new
motocross bike! Complete with high-rise
handlebars, reflectonzed rat trap pedals, knobby
tread tires, and sporty waffle grips! No purchase is
necessary Jost stop by the store and tiff out an
official entry blank today, and you may be riding
this hot-how bike soon!

8trideRiteAnything else is something less.
•

Children's Shoes

75.1•4343

.
e 4'
41

Reita Moody
one's life; direct positive
energy towards a stressful
event; become tolerant; let go
of competition; have fun; exercise; relax; share one's self
with others.
Lucy Forrest, program
ehairman, introduced Mrs.
Moody. Bess Kerlick, president, presided with reports by
Doll Reddick, secretary, and
Geraldine Myers, treasurer.
New by-laws for Rho
chapter were submitted by
Janice Hooks, by-laws chairman, Clinton Rowlett and Doll
Reddick,
committee
members. Betty
Riley,
altruistic chairman, collected
for the Red Cross as the
March project.
Mrs. Kerlick appOinted Jo
Lovett and Janice Hooks to the
scholarship committee to
select a recipient for the ADK
scholarship to be awarded in
April.
Attending the state board
riveting were Betty Riley and
Agnes
McDaniel. They
reported on plans for the state
convention-at Frankfort April
25 and 26.
Refreshments weNtserved
by Mrs. Riley to the . 16
members and two guests,
Mrs. Moody and Mary
Elizabeth Moore, a Alpha
Delta Kappa member from
Florida.
The next meeting will be
held Wednesday, April 16, at 7
p.m. at Gene and Jo's Florist.

"
South was quite modest in
his bidding of today's entertaining hand. Most would
open one spade and wind up
in the soup Ace Ira Rubin of
Paramus, N.J likes to have
more than others when he
opens the bidding, but he
makes up for his silence
with delayed bidding and
superlative play.
This hand created action
at the International Team
Playoffs held in Memphis
last December The results
helped The Aces to a convincing victory and, under
my direction as captain, The
Aces will represent the
United States in the World
Championships scheduled in
Holland this fall.
When first played. Aces
Bob Hamman and Bob
Wolff defeated a spade
game reached by South
after South chose to open
one spade. The defense took
two clubs and three spades
and The, Aces scored an easy
down two.
With Aces Rubin and Paul
Soloway holding the NorthSouth cards. Rubin became
declarer at a no trump
game after Rubin's pass
allowed West to open one
spade. And that's about all
the clues Rubin needed in
the play
West led the club king and
shifted to the heart queen.
Rubin won his ace and led a
small spade to dummy's
queen. Next the diamonds
were run and the heart king
was cashed. This gave
Ruhrn- Fight -of nine- tricks
and West was stuck for
discards
West chose to hold on to
the A-J of spades and the A NORTH

3-27-A

•Q 2
•K 9 5 4
•AQJ105
453
WEST
EAST
41 AJ983
•5
VQ3
V J 108 76
•9 7 4
•8 6 3
4A K 8
•J 107 2

Vernon's Western
Store

OWS

ri
!

IRA G

Murrayan's Article Publi:11ed

CORN, JR

Dr. James McKeever,
pianist and assistant professor
of music at Murray State
University, is the author of an
article published in the March
issue of Clavier magazine.
His article is entitled
"Godowsky Studies on the
Chopin Etudes." Clavier is a
professional magazine for
keyboard teachers and performers and has a circulation
of more than 20,000.
A faculty member at
Murray State since 1977,
McKeever earned the B.F.A.
degree at Indiana University
of Pennsylvania and both the
M.M. and D.M.A. degrees at
the University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of
Music where he was a student
of Olga Corms,

SOt'TB
•K 107 64
•A 2
•K 2
4Q96 4

Vulnerable North-South
aler South The bidding
•outh
l'#ss
\T

West
1*
Pass

!North
Dbl

East

Pass
Pass Pass
tipening lead King of clubs

it of clubs..Rubin then led a
spade to give West two
•pades, but the forced club
lead gave Rubin his ninth
trick iRubin also held on to
two spades and two clubs).
Had West blanked his club
king instead. Rubin would
have led a club and the
torced spade lead would
have produced an overtrick
Bid with Corn

1.1th holds

3-27-B

Open Hiar
'til 8.30 P M

North
2'

Phone
753-7113

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

A;ste

Shoes

SRIQHFS

s-enci bridge questions to The Aces
(I Box 12363. Dallas Texas 75225
Oh self-addressed stamped envelope
..r repir

I)iana Rose•dpens
Ilome For Poplar
ileeting
- - The home of Diana Rose Was
the scene of the March third
meeting of the Poplar Spring
Baptist Young Women with
Lucretia Thompson, president,
presiding.
Fran Garrison presented the
program. Freida Adams read
the scripture and prayer calendar.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. Others present were
Mary Bynum, Pam Cherry,
Martha Hale, Dorothy Stubblefield, LaRhea Stewart, Patty
Campbell, Rita Carrot, and
Carla Taylor.
The next meeting will be held
Monday, April 7, at the home of
Fran Garrison.

Olga Brampton

SPRING COAT CLEARANCE

r.,

The Olga Hampton WNW of
the
Sinking Spring Baptist
-40110110118:48.
11111161116
111011ollkile.
Church made plans for a tour of
mllsW14#
11
61
'
.
We occopt silver coins, sterling (Incloding
the Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
flatware) and geld It.. in exchange for
merchandise allowing the highest
prices the market allows. WiWiso pay cash
College at Mayfield on April 7 at
for geld and silver.
the March meeting held at the
fellowship hall of the church.
Maxine Nance, president,
presided. The group also voted
\00
to send supplies this month to a
Children's home.
Lorene Owens, mission support chairman, was the leader
for the program for the Week of
Mmn's
Mons, Women:, Childrens
Prayer for Home Missions and
Work, Dress, Casual
Annie Armstrong offering.
Also present were Mildred
Crawford, Rhanda Cunningham, Hattie Lee Galloway,
Kathryn Starks, Dorothy Brandon, Lynda Cooper, Vermel
$14
95A Pair
Price
'
Key, Laura Turner, Mary Bell
Jones,and Mary Turner.
Refreshments were served by
1 Group
the hostesses, Mary Bell Jone1 Group
Children's and Men's
sand Lynda Cooper.

Sale
Starts
Thurs.-Mon.

_Choose from seven sensational styles for
your spring wardrobe in super colors like
stone celery mauve whiskey and ton. This
is your opportunity to save on a new spring
coat 5 thru IS

Jeans
$395

(Y) latc4.
Round-the-Clock ", the fashion hosiery brand,
brings you the sleekest, sheerest pantyhose in subtle Spring shades at very special savings.

Name Brands
$500

T-Shirts
pkq

$200

1 Group

Western Shirts
$300

Selected Group

Dress Slacks

10

$5 and $
All Other Merchandise 1
•

Styles req
Styles req
Styles req
Styles req
Styes req
Styles ,e9

Jeans

Jeans
And

NOW 4777

Moccasins

Haines
Children's
Boys and Mens
Casual

'68"

ecitiy/(7/
ytay
y

1/
2

Ladies Fashion

Regularly

ROUND-THE-CLOCK
PANTYHOSE

27th, 28th,
29th, 30th,
31st

So"

We are pleased to announce that Phyiis Ann
Cottrell, bride-elect of
Michael G Burke. has
selected her china and
crystal from our complete bridal registry..
Phylis and Michael will
be married April 7&.-1980.

ANSWER: Two spades A
rieart raise is out and a rebid
Iwo no trump without a diamond stopper is unattractive
Two spades is the only reasonable bid left.

OA fr .111 - Plans For
"Boots and Shoes For Every Activity Under The Sun"
Tour Of College

Hours:
9-9 Sun. 1-6

Tennessee,- Missouri, Ohio,
Indiana, Pennsylvania. and
Maryland He is also a,
member of the Murray State
University Faculty Piano
Trio.

COMMON FEAR
According to a U. S. survey,
the most common fear is that
of speaking in front of a group.

•A J 9 8 3
Q3
•9 7 4
*A K 8
',outh
.•

In addition to his teaching
responsibilities, McKeever is
active as a contest adjudicator
and performer. He has
presented numerous solo and
duet recitals in Kentucky,

Off or more

Fit.11 Fry Planned
At Xurora Lodge
The Masons of Alford Lodge
and the ladies of the Eastern
Star Chapter will have their annual old fashioned fish fry on
Saturday, March 29, at the
Aurora Masonic Hall on
Highway 68.
Serving will start at 5 p.m.
Fish and all the trimmings along
with homemade pie will be
featured, according to a lodge
spokesman who urges the public
to attend.

Zeta 1)epartment
To Meet l'onight '
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonigtt (Thursday) at 7:30 p.n.
at the club house with Joe Torn
Erwin as guest speaker. His subject will be "Nature Study."
Hostesses will be Mrs. H. J.
Bryan, Mrs. l'alter E. Itifikitt,
Jr., Mrs,rnflobert Batts, Mrs.
Glen Hodges, and Mrs. William
Ryan.

2 00
750
3 50
4 00
5 95
1 35

NOW 1 Trr
NOW? 10
NOW 2 90
NOW 3 30
NOW 4 95
NOW 1 1r

gPMICIPS
Wrapped
in
Comfort
Only Naturolizer offers all this fashion,
all this fit, for so modest price. This
versatile sandal wraps your foot in total
comfort above cushioned insole and
gentle walking heel. Casual or dress
here's the look meant to be lived in. See
it today.
Available in BONE o' 29 nci

ilIR4NTS
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Dismissals From Hospital

Miss Barnett, Bride-elect, Honored At Bridal Events

Miss Beverly Lynn Barnett Garner as hostesses.
whose marriage to Paul A. - Special heart shaped
Nord will be an event of Satur- decorations were used on the
day, March 29, at 7:30 p.m. at refreshment table.
Forty-five persons were prethe Memorial Baptist Church,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Murray, has been honored sent or sent gifts.
- Work, baby boy, Cathy I, with several prenuptial
s. Hugh E. Wilson, Miss
•
Rt. 1, Hickory.
events.
:,•
y Wilson, Mrs. Bill Holt,
Tidwell, baby boy, Elen),(
the
Parents of
couple are
\liss Allyson Holt enterRt. 1, Box 137, Farmington.
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Barnett
Puckett, baby girl,(Karen), of Murray. Mrs. Carolyn W.
;
Box 18, Dexter.
Nord of Frankfort, and James
Lyons, baby boy' yRachel 1, E. Nord, Sr., of Hollywood,
G6 Murray Manor, Murray.
Fla.
Harrison, baby boy, Cynthia ), Rt. 1, Hardin.
The first event was a shower
DISMISSALS,
held Thursday. Feb. 14, at the
•
Mrs. Cynthia G. Koebel, Rt. University Branch of the Bank
2, Box 136, Paris, Tenn.; Obie of Murray with Mrs. Harry
J. Mitchuson, Box 83, Dexter; Allison, Mrs. J.. L. Barnett,
Mrs. Mary B. Weatherford Mrs. Gene Wrye, Mrs. Joe
and baby boy. Rt. 2. Wilkerson, Mrs. Edward Hale,
Buchanan. Tenn.; Mrs. Debra _Mrs. Maj Parks, Mrs. James
L. Delk aad baby boy, 208 R. Latimer, and Mrs. Hafton
Cherry Street, Murray.
Dorothy A. Hendricks and
baby girl, 406 Smith, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Kary L. Futrell
and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 247,
Murray; Mrs. Ernestine
Modelle Miller opened her
Garland, Rt. 1, Box 144A, Dexter; Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Rt.3 home for the recent meeting of
the Eva Wall Mission Group of
Box 217, Murray.
Jeremy D. Hicks, Rt. 1, Box the Memorial Baptist Church.
Leader for the program was
192A, Benton; Euel G. Kirks,
Rt. 3, Box 87A, Murray; Margaret Taylor. She was
Charles Thurman, Box 254, assisted in the presentation by
Murray; Brain S. Odom, Rt. 3, Lottie Gibson. Opal Reeves,
Box 274, Paris, Tenn.; Geneva Belcher, Dorothy DanMichael S. Raspberry, Rt. 2, ner, Nettie McKeel, Lola Boyd,
and ligzel Ahart.
Hazel.
Thyra Crawford, vice chairJames R. Gipson, Box 276C,
The wedding of Miss Susan
Serving as best man will be New Concord; Gaylon Valen- man, presidecL Mae Foster read
Campbell, daughter of Mr. Dan
Miller and as tine, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.; the scripture from Micah 2:6-14
and Mrs. Cliff Campbell, and groomsman, Steve Downs. Carter D. Broaddus, 235 and led in prayer. Reports were
Sam Underwood, son of Mrs. David Delaney and Larry and Nance Circle, Paris, Tenn.; given by Nettie McKeel,a
Beauton Underwood,-will be Bobby Campbell, brothers of Mrs. Bonnie M. Butler, Rt. 1, secretary, Opal Reeves,
treasurer, and Lola Boyd, missolemnized on Friday, March the bride-elect, will be the Hardin.
sion chairman.
28, at6 p.m. at the Poplar Spr- ushers.
Others present were Lois
ing Baptist Church.
Christi Campbell and Chip
Sanderson and Lottie Bowden,
The Rev. ttonrue Adams will
miece-attd-rnembera, -anst tithe --Farris,officiate at the ceremony. of the bride-elect, will be the
visitor.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Mrs. Keith Brandon, organist, flower girl and ring bearer.
Recently dismissed from
will present the music.
A reception will follow at the
WHIPPING CREAM
the Henry County General
Miss Kim Hooper will be the church,..
If
whipping cream refuses
maid of honor and Miss
All filiends andrelatives are Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
Patricia McKenzie will be the invited to attend the wedding Kinuni Paschall of Puryear. to whip, try adding the white
of an egg to the cream.
Tenn.
rid Ph crri aid
nil *ha raoontinn
ANIMONIMIN\
it
3-22-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Kirksey, baby boy, (Barbara I, 1017 Payne Street, Murray.
Webb, baby girl, Anna
Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.
DISMISSAL
Mrs. Teresa A. Carson, Rt.
1, Box 142, Almo; Barry L.
Beadles, Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Albert L. Wilson, Rt. 3, Sox
182, Murray; Mrs. Verenda J.
McElwain, Rt. 1, Box 516, Hardin.
Billy R. Riley, Rt. 6. Box
334, Murray; Edwin K. Hays,
Rt. 2, Murray; Teresa J.
Woods, 908t2 South 16th
Streeet, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Warren, 808 Minerva Place,
Murray; Cecil Cleaver, Rt. 2,
Murray.
Mrs. Margaret Lamb
Cavitt, 1909 Coldwater Road,
Murray; Mrs. Laurilyn A.
Williams, Rt. 1, Box 101,
Almo; Mrs. Vicki R. Jones,
1017 Sharpe Street, Murray;
Mrs. Ellen P. Tidwell, Rt. I.
Box 137, Farmington; Mrs.
Cathy K. Turner, Rt. 1, Box 63,
Mansfield,Tenn.
Mrs. Mary Ruth Hardison,
Rt. 7, Box 345, Mayfield; Mrs.
Dora Lee Gansner, 214 Bell

Avenue, Paris, Tenn.
Meadow Huie,725 Riley Court,
Murray; Mrs. • Gladys M.
Spann. 1509 Sycamore Street.
Murray; Frederick Z. Babcock, Rt. 5. Box 543, Murray.
Mrs. Goldie C. Cole, 508
-South Eighth Street, Murray;
Hafford H. Orr, Rt. 1, Hazfl;
Mrs. Virginia L. Taylor, Rt. 1,
pox 189, New Concord; Mrs.
•Aruue Wyatt, 504 North Fifth
Street, Murray.
Ernest E. Huffman, Rt. 5,
Box 477, Murray; J. B. Wilson,
A-24 Fox Meadows, Murray;
Mrs. Louisa Hornbuckle, 215
North Second Street, Murray;
Amy L. Paschall, 618 Ellis
Drive, Murray.
3-23--80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
McKinney, baby girl,
Chery1),_fit. 3, Box 162A,
Mayfield.
MSMISSAIS
Mrs. Marie M. Marvin, Rt.
6, Box 317, Murray; Mrs.
Lovis 0. Manning, Box 425,
Hazel; Rubye Mae Lovett, Rt. •
4, Benton; Ronnie H.
Williams Rt. 1, Box 47B,
Fulton.
Mrs. Bertha M.-Boyles, Rt.
2, Wingo; Mrs. Paula Ann Coe
and baby girl, 508 South 12th

Street, Murray; Leslie D.
Wright expired), Rt.-1, Dexter.

seek

tamed with a luncheon on day, March 22, with Mrs. Stout
Saturday, March 1, at the . and Mrs. Marshall Garland as
Dakota Feed and Grain.
the hostesses.
Arrangements of spring
Present for the bridal occa- flowers were used at vantage
sion were 15 persons.
points throughout the house.
Refreshments were served
The home of Dr. and Mrs. from the decorated coffee
Richard H. Stout was the table.
scene of a coffee held Satur-

Mrs. A. C. Simmons and
Miss }Canted Simmons were
hostesses for a personal
shower held Tuesday, March
25, at the Simmons'home.
The honoree was the recipient of many gifts and
refreshments were served by
the hostesses to the 25 persons
present

Country Music Show

.1Iode1le Miller Is
Hostess For .1leet
Era lf.a// (;roup

Campbell Underwood
Wedding To Be Friday

featuring

yfitimYrryVEWMAN- -1,s1
ir and cajun country
(Nominated by Music City News as one of the
Top 5 Country Bands for 1980)

Calloway County
Ifikh School
Friday March 28,19807:30P.M.
Tickets: From any FFA Member
Adults Advanced '3
-__ At Door '400 _
Childrenl 6 12'? 50 - Children under 6 - free

-for mmatio&zaH
753-8141 or 753-5479
Sponsored by Calloway- County FF.4

.4*
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On Patio Furniture

Save A Whopping

On Famous Lyon Show Wrought Iron and Lloyd Fibercraft
TWO OF THE FINEST NAMES IN OUTDOOR FURNITURE
LLOYD SPRING-BASE CHAIRS.
-11
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Can You Be
Counted On?
... We Hope So
Every ten years, since 1790,
the Census Bureau of the U. S.
Department of Commerce
counts all persons living in the
United States.
The 1980 Census will be the
largest data-gathering task in
this country's history.
This year's census forms will
be delivered by the postal service in Murray and 90 percent
of the rest of the country Friday
—
to some ,86 million
households housing some 222
million people.
The Census is important to
everyone. Two of the most
significant items gleaned from
the Census statistics provide:
• The basis for fair apportionment among the states for seats
in the House of Representatives.
• The data that are used to
direct the distribution of
millions of dollars in federal
funds to state and local governments.
And, the Census is more than
lust a head count. It responds to
a Wide range of urgent information 'needs in both the public
and the private sectors. It's a
way of finding out, every
decade, where we've been,
where we are and where we
might be going.
An accurate census count
means money to Murray and
Calloway County, just like it
does to every community
across the country,- An undercount most assuredly means
fewer tax dollars will be returned to the local cornmunitYfrom

fl ashinglon Today
WASHINGTON API — Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy's campaigners claim
President Carter's political bubble has
burst now -- but even if that proves
true, they have a long way to go to
make the Democratic challenger the
beneficiary.
For it will take more than a Carter
slump to give Kennedy the delegates to
win the party's nomination. The president's campaign would have to collapse
in the 25 primary elections still ahead.
The arithmetic is with Carter, and it
stayed that way even after Kennedy's
landslide triumph in New York's
primary Tuesday. The upset that rejuvenated-the-Kennedy campaign still
did not reach the margin the challenger
must set to overtake Carter's delegate
lead.
Kennedy gained 58 percent of New
York's 282 nominating delegates; loser
Carter came away with 42 percent.
To catch Carter, Kennedy will have to
gain just over 62 percent of all the
Democratic delegates yet to be chosen.
That's a tall order, and it will become
taller if, as seems likely, Carter gains a
Majority of the 112 delegates to be
chosen next Tuesday in Wisconsin and
Kansas.
, There are other ingredients, of
course, and they are political morale
and momentum. Should Kennedy succeed in dealing Carter a succession of
defeats — like those the president handed him in the early going — the mood of
the campaign could indeed turn, and
the numbers might follow.
But it probably would take a third
force, a candidate or a bloc of uncommitted Democratic delegates big
enough to deny a pre-convention
nominating majority until delegate
commitments lapse, which cannot happen until after a first convention ballot.
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the federal government. (The
local chamber of commerce
estimates Calloway County was
undercounted some 1,500 in the
1960 house-to-house census.)
About 90 percent of the
households will be instructed to
mail back their completed
questionnaires. We urge those
households to take a few
minutes Friday night, complete
the, survey, and drop the questionnaire in the mail no later
than Saturday.
The remaining 10 percent will
be directed to keep their questionnaires until Census takers
pick them up. These, too,
should be completed immediately and placed in a
secure place until the worker
calls for it.
We urge everyone to
cooperate in this effort. Fill out
the form and follow your instructions for getting it back to
the Census Bureau. By law, individual information collected
will not be used for purposes of
taxation, investigation, or
regulation, or in connection
with military or jury service,
the compulsion of school atttendance, the regulation of immigration or with the enforcement of any national, state or
local law or ordinance.
We have nothing to lose,
much to gain.
So please, when you get your
census form in the mail, take
the time to fill it out and return
it. You'll be helping yourself,
your community and your
country.
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Garrott's Galley

In The Days illten Little Leaguers
Could Be Outfitted For $2.85
With another season of Little League
baseball only a few weeks away, Bill
Major came up the other: day with a
delightful story about the sandlot
baseball days of his youth.
Bill, as you know, lives at 817 North
20th Street and is associated with the
Far Lands Travel Agency out on Main
Street. Back about 1916, though, he was
living in Roebling, N.J., a steel mill
town owned by the John A. Roebling
Sons Company,' the campany which
built the famous Brooklyn Bridge.
Bill's father, Samuel L. Major, was
the director of utilities and purchasing
for the company — and the town — and
among the hundreds of items that he
bought was flour for the town's bakery.
They bought it in barrels and by the
carload, and Bill fondly remembers
watching the flour hauled to the bakery
in horse-drawn wagons and how he
watched, fascinated, while the horses
were unhitched from the wagon and
hitched to a block and tackle rig and the
big barrels pulled up and into a secondfloor storage area.
+++
There was no such thing as Little
League baseball in those days. Bill and

(RAFFITI

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
That isn't likely, either. Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. of California, the
third man in the campaign, has yet to
win a single delegate. And only 13 are
uncommitted so far.
•
Carter has a commanding delegate
lead, with 745, or 45 percent of the votes
he needs to win the nomination. There
are 2,188 delegates still to be chosen,
and if Carter can capture 921 of them,
he wins.
Some of them already are guaranteed
him in Minnesota, Washington and
Oklahoma, which have not completed
the count in de ate-selection
caucuses won by the presfdet.
Kennedy has 385 delegates.
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No one had to punch any noses to get the punch boards under
the counter, culminating a three months effort on the part of the
writers, through the newspaper, to rid the county of the nuisance.
It was no big thing, admittedly, but when it began to surface in the
county schools with the justification the proceeds were being expended for beneficial school projects, it 'became an insutt tu,the
objectives of academic institutions. Frankly, just a step below tg.;.slot machine to set a pace of socially acceptable grand larceny. The
drive was a success and the punchboards vanished.
Penny postage stamps for postal cards came to an end the first
of the year with the announcement that it would cost 2 cents100 per cent inflation. Recalling that first spiral of inflation in the
postal service, reminds one of the spectacular success being recorded
by a former postal worker, Max Hurt, who was notified of his
election as vice president of the Woodmen of the World in 1952.
On Memorial Day, 1952, the stark realities of the nation's first
undeclared war, the Korean Conflict, were focussed on the toll on
the county's own citizens in a page appearing in the Murray Democrat registering the war fatalities to date, which included Bobby
Joe Thornton of Murray, Billy Burkeen of Almo, Chester Leon
Pritchett of Dexter, Donald L. Scott of Murray. Missing in action
was Clarence fleace Grogan of Murray, and prisoner of war, M. C.
Geurin of Murray. Also during the year, Lieut. Ivan Lamb, son of
the Gus Lambs, suffered a painful injury when he stepped on a
land mine on the battlefront in Korea. His leg had to be amputated
on the battlefield.
The first and only member of the Republican Party to ▪,be,
.drtd sheriff - in Calloway
ar1ie He
Jordan, died at his reiidence i Brown's Grove April 1, 1952.
was buried in Antioch Cemetery.
To Be Continued

his buddies simply would get together
for a game from day-to-day on a vacant
lot somewhere or in the park.
If the ice wagon happened to come
by, the game would be temporarily
halted while the boys crowded around it
for a cooling chip of ice. Sometimes,
too, with no umpires, they would wind
up in an argument, and the game would
be suspended until they could cool off
and resume play the next day after all
had been forgotten.
To have a team of boys decked out in
identical uniforms like the youngsters
are today was unheard of at that time,
but one day Bill — although a mere lad
of eight or nine years of age — came up
with an idea.
Why not write the manager of the
flour company and see if he wouldn't
outfit the team, he thought. His father
thought it was a good idea. No harm in
trying, they decided, so Bill wrote the
company.
+++
. Shortly, back came the company's
reply from its branch office in
Philadelphia. They liked the idea, and
would buy the uniforms — but firg, the
manager asked, how much would a
uniform cost and how many would be
needed.
Back went Bill's response. They
could get one at $1.35 or another, a
better one, at $2.85, complete.
"We think it would be well to buy the
suits at $2.85," the quality-minded
manager replied. "We authorize you to
order these at once at a total cost of
$25.65. We understand you will name
your club CEFtESOTA and display the
name in the usual manner on the suits.

Send us a bill when the suits are ready,
and we will send you check for same."
The boys were beside themselves
with excitement and anticipation at the
news, and to their complete surprise,
the flour company, the Northwestern
Consolidated Milling Company with its
"perfect flour, God's given food," went
one step further.
Not only did it completely outfit Bill
and his friends with baseball suits, but
it sent a tailor to Roebling — a distance
of 25 miles and no little hop-skip-and-ajump from Philadelphia in those days
— to take the boys' measurements and
had the suits tailorrnade.
They became the talk of the town.
"We only had nine boys," Bill
laughed."No reserves, no manager, no
Little League organization. We were
just a bunch of boys who loved to play
baseball, and we got up and played our
own games."
Bill's teammates, he recalled, didn't
all live in Roebling. Some lived in the
nearby towns, connected with Roebling
by streetcar lines, and many is the time
when the team played with a boy or two
short simply because they didn't have
the nickel streetcar fare to get to the
game.
+++
Today, so my friend Eddie Hunt of
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, tells
me, it costs something like $50 to outfit
a youngster for Little League baseball
— cap, shirt, trousers, socks, belt,
spiked shoes and lettering on the shirt.
And, today, they've all got 'em —
team after team of them. Come to think
of it, Virginia Slims is not the only one
who's come a long way!

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

Opportunities For
Rich, Smart And Willing
or the basis of a longer and lower)
NEW YORK AP) — The weakening
making up the difamortizatiorkable,
economy is not without opportunities
payfor those with cash, wits awl—will--ference with a final "balloon"
.tent.
ingness to assume risk.
Real estate.. agents and their
In housing, for example, buyers can
maintain that this and
organizations
find perhaps more bargains than a
similar financing techniques have kept
month or two ago, despite the almost
the resale market from dipping below 3
prohibitive cost and shortage of convenmillion sales a year, despite the credit
tional mortgage money, by using the
squeeze.
seller's financing.
In the stock- market, some investors
Some buyers are surprised by the
the low price-earnings ratios of
view
willingness of sellers to cooperate, until
stocks as a rare opportunity.
chip
blue
they learn that the sellers stand to gain
generally have been in
ratios
Those
capital
have
big
they
too, especially if
from 10 to 50, for examdoubledigits
—
gains on which they wish to avoid taxes.
past few years. Last
the
until
—
ple
of
good
deal
sidestep
a
seller
can
The
average of 65 stocks
Jones
a
Dow
week
the potential tal liability by agreeing to
•
fell to just 6.3
accept a down payment of less than 30
can
decline
the
reasons
for
Scores
of
percent, with the remainder to be paid
be offered, but they add up to the same
in installments over a period of years.
conclusion: Investors are ur4illing to
To close the sale, the seller is likely to
pay for future earnings when they can
offer a lower interest rate than a comso little of the future.
see
mercial lender, although he is likely to
But, say some stock investors, with
seek quicker repayment, perhaps in 10
the industrial might of America
or 15 years.
available for less than book value, and
To help lower monthly charges,
at one-half or less the traditional pricerepay
buyer
to
permit
the
sellers often
earnings ratios, the gain potential is
good.
Corporate bonds also present
possibilities for the financially endowed
risk-taker. As interest rates soared,
bond prices plunged, and some brokers
now view the scene as a disaster area.
Still, for those withnerve, and faith
By Ken Wolf
that economic stability will return, the
Poverty has long been the subject of
possibilities for sizeable capital gains
both anger and humor; who is to say
which response has been the most efare there. Some tii011‘ rated bonds can
fective in helping men cope with IV'
be picked up for ri5 percent of face
While humor usually does not bring
value.
Meanwhile, the bond buyer can enjoy
about changes, it at least makes it
historically high yields, just as can
easier to live without them. Notice, for
those with cash to invest in money
example, these two proverbs, the first
market funds. The latter now can earn
from Scotland and the second atclose to 16 percent, a rate that at least
tributed to an "anonymous Irishman"
(is there such a thing?):
helps to retain capital.
Whatever techniques are used to
God help the poor, for the rich can
,help themselves.
create or exploit such opportunities,the
+++
investor all has to have wits, courage
Reform comes from below. No
and some werfWithaL and at least two
man with four aces asks for a new
of those qualities are difficult to rouse
„
deal.
these days.

Thoughts
In Season

The Murray City Council last night
passed ordinances increasing the city
water rate by 30 per cent, city sewerage
by 20 per cent, and revamped the city
privilege licenses upward.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Edith
Orr,66. .
Mrs. Houston Wells Strader is today,
March 27, observing her 10th birthday
patient at the Convalescent
Division of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miss Melissa Treas, 18 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Jackie) Treas,is featured as Miss Spring in the annual special edition
published by Tbenloedger &Times.
Dr. R h 3seneer, dean of the
r.gcaiiate levlool at Murray State
University, has been named as vice
president of academic affairs at Northern Kentucky State College, Covington.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Terrell on March 24.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, past president of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Club and now ch4irman of the trustees,
spoke at the general meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club held on March
25.

20 1 ears Ago
Conservation conscious farmers of
Calloway County, 476 of them, spent
more than $215,444 to put into practice
certain practices designated to conserve the soil and water on their farms.
The federal government through the
Agricultural Conservation Program
paid back to them on a share-the-cost
basis $107,722 of this amount.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nina
Hurt Webb.
Wendell Bloomingburg, faculty
member of Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn., will speak Sunday at
the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
The Rev. C. E. Martin is pastor of the
St. John's Baptist Church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Cavitt.
Mrs. William Parks and Mrs. R. L.
Wade will represent the First Christian
Church, Murray, at the 125th Kentucky
Convention of Christian Churches to be
held at Georgetown April 20 to 26:
Fancy Farm beat Beardsley
Chevrolet for the championship of the
Atomic Valley Independent Basketball
League Tournament played at the Carr
Health Building, Murray State College.
The Murray Knights beat Story Construction for third place.

30 1ears Ago
Most Mule Day activities went on as
usual today despite the rain. A rainy
beginning this morning threatened to
cancel all activities on the court square
on the traditionally largest shopping
day in Murray and Calloway County.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Florence Copus, 71, and Foster infant
girl.
Twenty new members have been added to the rolls of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce, according to Paul
Gholson, executive secretary of the
MCC.
Easter Sunday will be observed at
Kentucky Lake State Park with a
sunrise service sponsored by the Eggner's Ferry Bridge Association: The
Rev. Carl Stanley, chaplain at Fort
Campbell, will be the speaker.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Merritt Grooms on March 22
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Redden on March 23.
A. L. Bazzell was honored at a dinner
in celebration of his 80th birthday.

Bible Thought
What doth the Lord require of
thee, but to do justly, and to love
mercy and to walk humbly with thy
God? Micah 6:8.
If you are seeking the Lord's will
for your life, here's a good place to
begin.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 27, the
87th day of 1980. There are 279 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 27, 1977, 581 people died in
the worst air disaster in history when a
Pan Am jumbo jet and a Royal Dutch
Airlines jumbo jet collided on- a runway
in the Canary Islands.
On this date:
In 1945, Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
declared that allied forces had defeated
the Germans on the western front in
World War II.
In 1968, Yuri G.agarin, the Soviet.
'cosmonaut who flew the world's first
manned space mission, was killed when
his training plane crashed.
In 1970,an earthquake struck western
Turkey, killing more than 1,000 people
and leaving 90,000 homeless.
Ten years ago, South Vietnam launched its first major operation into Cambodia.
Last year, the Organizatioa of
Petroleum Exporting .,Countries,
meeting in Geneva, raised its crude oil
-prices,by 9 percent.
Thought for today: Look back and
smile on perils past. —I Sir Walter Scott
(1771-1832
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Murray Pounds Out
13 Hits To Win 11-2
Finally getting the opportunity to show whatrit'could do
with its hitting after dusting
the bats off. Murray State ended a drought of postponements
to break back into the win column with' an 11:2 win over
Akron yesterday.
The win gave Murray a 2-5
season record and its first win
in its first game since its
return from the trip to Hawaii.
The Racers will_Lace Brown
University and kron again in
a doubleheader ginning at 1
p.m. tdday.
The Murray bats were
cracking yesterday as the
team produced 13 hits, including three-for-four games
for All-America candidate
Doran Perdue, who had been
'hitting only .150 prior to the
game,and for Tom Fehn, who
raised his average to .375 with
the day's work.
Perdue started the,game off
with a single and reached
third base after an error and a
wild pitch. He was driven in on
Fehn's double. Fehn was then
brought home by. Scott
Tucker's double.

Honors Continue To Be
Bostowed On Greene,
Murray Basketball Team

Five more runs on just two
hits, aided by two errors and
four walks, in the fourth inning were all Murray needed to
assure itself of the win for pitcher Mike Grieshaber, who
now owns a 1-0 season record.
Tony Threatt, who pitched
just 913.innings last year but
had pitched Murray to its only
other win this year, struckout
five of the seven hitters he faced in the last two innings of
relief.
The Racers had been in
desperate need of a strong pitching performance after giviug up 43 earned runs ip 461-3
innings on the road trip.
It was the first time Murray
had ever met Akron in a
baseball game. The loss left
Akron with a 3-4-2 record.
•
Akron...
Murray .

Wierray Ledger & Times

District Coach Of Year
Murray State Racer basketball coach Ron Greene has
been named the District 7
Coach of the Year by The National Association of Basket,.ball Coaches of the United
f t,a
NABC I.te
Greene was one of just 15
Division I coaches honored as
a district coach of the year by
the NABC and the award gives
him the distinction of being a
nominee for national coach of
the year in college basketball
for 1979-80.
District 7 represents the 17
Division I schools in Kentucky, Tennessee and West
,
Virginia.
- Greene dchestrated the
biggest turnaround in the
NCAA this season as he guided
Murray State to a 23-8 season
record, a conference cochampionship and the
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Scott Pollock, Cary Willgren
Mike Gneshaber, Clay Vangilder .4,,
Brad Taylor t 6,. Tony Threatt ,8, and
David Orem. Jeff Oakley ,8,
28 — Ronnie Scheer Mi. Tom Fehn
Mi. Scott Tucker. M ,; Reggie Auzenee
Willgren Ai.
WP — Gneshaber A-01. LP — Budd
,0-2.

RON GRINE APPLAUDING A PLAY

quarterfinal round of the NaGreene was honored as Ohio
Valley Conference Coach of,
the Year and is a former
Southeastern
Conference
Coach of the Year arid a twotime Louisiana Coach of the
Year.
This season marks the second time in his 13 years as a
head coach that Greene was
nominated for national coach
of the year honors.
Other district coachej of the
year include Joe Mullaney
(Brown University), Jim
Boeheim (Syracuse), Jim
Lynam (St. Joseph's), Lefty
Driesell
Maryland ), Bill
Foster (Clemson 1, Bob
Weltlich ( Mississippi ), Dale
Brown ISU ), Shelby Metcalf
( Texas A&M ), Bobby Knight
tional Invitational Tournament( NIT.
Indiana ), Ray Meyer
(DePaul I, Henry "Moe" lba

(Nebraska ), Neil McCarthy
( Weber State ), Ralph Miller
Oregon State) and Ned Welk
( Arizona State).

Hooker's Team Out
OVC Player of the .
•Year
Gary Hooker's appearance in
the Portsmouth Invitational
basketball tournament was a
short one as he totaled 10
points, six rebounds and two
blocked shots before fouling
out in his team's 103-80 loss to
another all-star team last
night.
The respective teams were
led in scoring with 26 points by
Monte Davis of Tennessee
State for the. winners and
Keith Valentine of Virginia
Union for the losers.
The loss eliminated
Hooker's team from the eightteam tournament whiqtrjoined players from all regions On
each eight-man team.
•-•N
•-•

It Could Not Have Happened Elsewhere

This would not have Happened at any other university."
•
The words of Murray State
head football coach Mike Gottfried prevailed in an unmistakable assurance of truth
after four hard days of confusion for a community that
cared.
In the factory mill that has
becornee, college football,
coaches come and coaches go.
dust put on a different color
jacket, decorate the new office
in the same color and develop
the jargon and slogans for the
team around that color and
you've found a new home as a
head coach.
But Mike Gottfried is a
breed apart. He is a man who

makes decisions for his family, for his friends-and- community an(4then for himself.
There is no question that
Gottfried has his eyes looking
ahead to a bigger coaching opportunity. He has too much
understanding of the game
and of players. But what he
has proved in these last few
days is that when he reaches
that point, he will be more
ready for the job in every way.
A decision at this stage in
his career to return to an
assistant coaching position
would have been a move te
help a friend in the coaching
business, not one to enhance
his own career.
But Gottfried said that the
last thing he wanted,to do was

had to learn how to protect
- themselves-from._ the_ media
and even sometimes from the
overeager public. Even if
Gottfried is posed with those
obstacles in the future,the bet
is that he will handle them
with the same gtace he has
handled these last few days.
Gottfried is just one-half of
what makes his position here
so unique. As he said himself,
David Hibbitts
the other half is west KenSports Editor
tUcky and Murray.
Murray Ledger & Times
About 225 miles away Tuesday night, an outpouring of
hurt Murray State and so he almost 20,000 people was talt
has decided to stay until the ing place for a college basketright job does come along at ball team for what it had acthe right time'.
complished in the NCAA tourWhether by design or not, nament.
•
college coaches today have
But that reception could not
have reached its honored
„ANEW
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By The Associated Press
The Norwegian Olympio
Committee_vol,Wednesday
to send its athletes to the 1980
Summer Games in Moscow,
following by one day a similar
action by the British Olyvipic
Association.
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There is something we have
all learned through this,,
something we can savor more
than the OVC and national
championships that are the
goals for the future.
More than anything, there is
a debt of gratitude, not that
coach Gottfried decided to
stay, but that he made a decision based on how he felt about
his responsibility toward people.
And as his assistant coaches
and players said almost in

unison, there was a weight
lifted from every body'S
shoulders, a:weight which has
allowed..everylxidy concerned
to appreciate the man, inure
than they ever could have
before.
Although expressions of appreciation when the-time is
almost too late are an inescapable fact of life, as long.
as there are Mike Gottfrieds in
college athletics, maybe the
mill will not catch up with us
too soon.

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
INTERCOLLEGIATE

Norwegians
To Send Team
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Meanwhile, in Washington,
White House Press Secretary -JodyrPowell reiterated President' Carter's opposition to
U.S.- llitielration in the
Moscow Olympics because of
the Soviet Union's 'military
presence in Afghanistan.
As a matter of principle,
Carter is not in favor of participation in the Moscow
Games, period," Powell said.
Powell also said he had read
a story about Afghani soccer
players seeking asylum in
Western Europe and added,
"Those who feel there is no,
and should be no, relationship
between what's happened in
_Afghanistan and Moscow may
want to solicit the views of
these Afghani sportsmen
about whether they see a connection."

Ii,.4011•
•sith

guests with any more sinceri- reconsidering his decision was
_b._ or affection than
the all both_ sides needed _for one
response by the approximate-.• night.
•
fiX.) people who showed up
to • And-thie-n-yester(lay, the day
greet Gottfried after his of decision, came. The worreturn from Ohio the same ried, exhausted looks on people's faces had vanished. Hope
was turning into confidence.
Their presence said it all.
In fill; seeing coach GottNo cheering ahd:no accolades fried, his expression, although
were necessary — just a short showing the fatigue these last
ovation and, a simple state- few days have wrought, had
mentof why the people were not changed. He had made a
there: - A relieved applause decision and now he had a job
when Gottfried said he was ahead of him and his team.

Norway's government had
left it up to the national sports
organizations and the Olympic
committee as to whether -the
country would send teams to
Moscow.
A proposal to boycott the'
Olympics was voted down 28-8
Wednesday, and another proposal to postpone a decision
until- after the Norwegian
Sports Federation meets next
month was also voted down 1816 with two abstentions. The
Norwegian
Baiketball
Federation then put forward a
proposal calling for participation, and it was passed 19-13
with four abstentions.
In London, a spokesman for
the Department of the En- ,.
vironment, which has responsibility for sport,said the decision taken by the British
()tyrant(' ASstietattohtimPrties*--.
day to,'defy government .
pressure and send a full team
to the Games "is not the end of
the matter."
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Pendulum Swinging In Favor
Of Players As Strike Threatens
tempts to shatter the reserve
By WILL GRIMSLEY
clause through the courts AP Special Correspondent
Life is a pendulum and the the latest by Danny Gardena
pendulum always sw- in the 1950s and Curt Flood in
ings...and swings...and sw- the early 1970s - the
stranglehold finally was
uNgsMajor league baseball is broken by Peter Seitz' arbitralearning the bitter truth as it tion in the Dave McNallystrives to reach a new working Andy Messersmith case.
Seitz ruled the two pitchers
agreement with the playersa hassle that poses the threat were free agents because they
0 a strike before the opening didn't have a contract. Thus
was created a new set of rules.
if the 1980,seaSon.
For too many years - close A man whose contract had not
o a century - the pendulum been renewed could put
swung in favor of the owners. himself on the open market.
The dam broke. Star
They operated under the
players, completing their con7eserve clause - a chain that
tract, put themselves up for
3ound a player to one club for
auction. The result: A crop of
.ife or until he was sold.
Then the pendulum swung. instant millionaires - Reggie
lifter several unsuccessful at- Jackson, $2.9 million; Don

Gullett, $2 million; Joe Ruch,
$2.9 million, Bobby Grich,
81.75 million, just for starters.
Then came the deluge: Pete
Rose, $4 million; Nolan Ryan,
$4 million; Dave Parker, $4
million-plus, Al Hrabosky,
$5.89 million on a contract extending to year 2014. They
keep escalating.
So the pendulum had swung
the other way.
For nearly a century,
players screamed "unfair"
and carried their grievances
all the way to the Supreme
Court only to be rebuffed by
naive rulings that the game
was just a sport not subject to
antitrust laws.
Now the screams are coming from the bosses. "It's a

h has
erned
more
have

apme is
in inlong
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ith us

bomb ticking away," Conunissioner Bowie Kuhn sots' of
free agency. "We're all headed for bankruptcy," moan
club owners.
Ballplayers, like labor
unions, having struggled for
decades to achieve what they
regard as just reward for their
toil, are reluctant to yield
their hard-got gains.
What's the answer? Where
do we go from here? Who's to
blame?
The owners must bear much
of the responsibility. They
have been their own worst
enemy. With less greed and
more undetstanding of the
players!. plight, they might
have preserved the basic
merits of the reserve clause.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)3espite its 28-4 record, Bell
:ounty caine into the Kenacky Boys High School
iasketball tournament as an
mderdog. After all, Bell Court.y represented the 13th
iegion,long the butt of jokes
ar & inability to win in the
'Sweet 16."
If some writer cared to realy stretch a point, he could say

look like a basketball playeruntil he gets his hands on the
ball.
The ball came to Mason in a
desperate situation in Wednesday's opening round game
against Taylor County. After
leading most of the way, Bell
County had fallen behind 57-56
with 1:23 to play. It looked like
the 13th Region jinx would
strike again.
Mason got loose underneath
in Bell County's spread offense and hits layup that put
the Bobcats ahead 58-57 with
33 seconds to go. Several
scrambles later, Mason was
everything is questiohable," fouled with one second to go.
said Indians' player represen- He calmly sank. both free
tative Wayne Garland: - -- -throws-, lintshing a-19-point
"The meetings have been
performance that helped Bell
pretty much at a standstill," County to a 60-57 win. said San Diego pitcher Randy
The win moved Bell County
Jones, who attended Wednes- into Friday's second round
day's negotiations.
against Louisville Doss, a 52representatives 47 winner over FranklinPlayer
from all the major league Simpson. In other first round
teams plan to meet with Miller games Wednesday, No. 4
in Dallas April 1 to decide
Franklin County ripped Knott
whether to strike, if an agree- County Central 77-49 to earn a
ment is not reached by then.
• second round berth opposite
The talks apparently are
Union County, an 85-69 winner
deadlocked over several
issues, the most important involving the free agent system.
The owners want a
modification in the system
that would increase the compensation a team could get
after losing a highly-sought
free agent.
For example,Grebey noted,
when Pete Rose was signed as
a free agent by Philadelphia,
the Cincinnati Reds in return
"got a young gentleman
I whose chance of moving
from the rookie league to the
major leagues is one in 10."
The owners believe the Reds
deserved more than that,
Grebey said, and are proposing that. a team losing a
highly-regarded free agent
should be allowed to select a
player from the roster of the
agent's new team.
The free agent's new team
would be permitted to protect
15 players from that selection
process, but players believe
nonethelev that few teams
would be willing to sign a free
agent if they could end up losing their 16th best player.
Among other items remain
on the bargaining table, ineluding whether players
should receive a piece of
baseball's television revenues
and whether a player of four
years service or less should be
restricted to a oneyear contract.
that Bell County was an unjustly accused underdog and what better help for such
a victim than Perry Mason?
Well, any writer worth his
salt would stay away from
such an angle, but that didn't
stop Perry Mason from playing the role of hero,anyway.
This Perry Mason isn't a
burly lawyer. He's a skinny,6foot3 fellow who really doesn't

By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer
-SCOMIYALE,-"Afizt'(AP)
- The meeting that will determine if and when major
league baseball players will
go on strike is less than a week
away, yet club owners and
players remain miles apart on
a new four-year basic agree•
ment.
"I'm not optimistic until I
see a reason to be," said Marvin Miller, the director of the
Players Association, after
negotiations between owners
and players reopened Wedneslay. Miller said no movement
was made on any of several
key issues during the session,
which lasted just under two
hours.
-The owners are not seeking
a strike," said Ray Grebey,
thief owners' negotiator. "But
at the same time, they feel
very strongly about their proposals.
"We've had very constructive negotiations so far,"
he added.
The two sides planned to
meet again today and Friday.
Miller "is also meeting this
week with members of several
teams to outline what is going
on in the talks and to discuss
the possibility of a strike. He
met Wednesday. with 40
members of the San'Francisco
Giants and 22 players from the
Cleveland Indians, who voted
unanimously to authorize a
strike if no agreement is
reached by April 1. Of the
learly 800 players to vote thus
tar only one, on the Kansas City Royals, has voted against
strike authorization.
major
a
Barring
breakthrough soon, "it's been
pretty -Much decided we'll
have to take some-sort of
strike action. The question is
when," said Gary Lavelle, the
Giants' player representative.
"We're so far apart that

As now structured the compensation plan, giving a club
only an amateur draft choice
for a man lost to free agency
- even a star of the Rose or
Parker ilk - is grossly imbalanced.
To thrive, perhaps even exist, baseball must adopt a
compensation rule patterned
after that of the National Football League. An NFL club, losing a player, is compensated
by a draft choice based on the
and value of the
player lost.

''We really thought we could
beat them," Mason added.
We felt we could get to the
semifinals if we worked real
hard. After that, anything can
happen."
Ken Hatcher scored 21
points to lead Taylor County,
20-9, while David Stewart led
Bell County with 21 points, including 17 in the first half.
Wankeith Akin and Chip
Watkins each scored 11 points
as Doss struggled past
FranklinSimpsan. Doss, 23-8,
built a 48-38 advantage with
3:40 to play.

Bowling Awards Given
Winners of the Murray
Womens Bowling Association
Tournament held March 8-9 &
15-16. Awards were presented
March 23rd at Corvette Lanes.
TEAM EVENT
laPlace-Super Stars
2nd Place-Pagliai's
3rd Place-Towers Sport Ct
DOUBI.F.S EVENT
1st-Icm Smith & Rita Smith
2nd-Judy Green Id Wanda Kemp ..
3rd-Pat Scott & Nancy Todd
4th Geraldine Mathis & Sal Wynn..
.5th-Judy Hollander &
Mary Gadberry
6th-Debbie Griffin & Vickie Nance

2966
2951
2949
1242
1240
1197
1189
1187
1177

SINGLES EVENT
1st-Sondra Rice
2nd-Lula Dell Roberts
3rd-Carol Thurmond
2nd-Carol Thurmond
cm-Flo Garde
ah-Marge Hinman
,-th-Peggy Bebber
hth-Mel Wilson
Bth-Pat Scott
oth-Judy Hollanker
;OM-Betty Parish
:1th-Wanda Kemp
:An-Joyce Volpintesta
ALL EVENTS
Scratch
l'at Hesselrod
HANDI-CAP
.Annette Hanehne

•.

NBA Standings
By The Anionned Pies
Eastern Centenary
Aerate Mon
W L
Pet
750
1110 20
y-Badan
57 22
.722
* u.4111
New Yon
468
M 42
Washington
418
33 46
New Jersey
Central Division
e a62U
:Atlanta
500
40 40
y-San Antonio
.488
39 41
Houston
aa 36- 44, .450
Indiana
35 44
.443
Ileseland '`‘
16 64 1 •.M0
Detroit
Westere Caderenek
Midwest Division
47 32
.595
1-15filwaultre
.561
45 35
y-Kansas CIty
30 51
.370
Denver
.363
'IS 51
Chicago
24 55
.294
Utah
Pacific Division
57 22
.722
z-Las Angeles
54 26
.675
y-Seattle
53 27
LC
y-Phoeniz
37 42
.468
Portland
35 44
.443
San Diego
330
24 56
Golden State
1-clinched division title
pclincted playoff berth
Wedneaday's Games
Boston 129, New York 121
Philadelphia 84, Atlanta 81
Indiana 124, Detroit 114
Houston 113, San Antoruo 101
Clacago 122. Dower 115
Phoenix 109, Seattle 99
Golden State 106, Kansas (Ilt)' 100
Ilaraby's Games
New Jersey at Atlanta
Washington at Cleveland
Denver at Milwaukee
Philadelphia at New York
Ins Angeles at Utah
Portland at San Diego

GB
2's
21'z
22'5
as

9,5
10'5
13'5
14
33'-c

18
185
22

20
22
33'z
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Polar siud the) have 1o1,1 I onnto
Levi', Gear, Fknd South that charees sill
be laid aware* Lain as a revilt of a %tent 14
traffic acculuit in studs tit., ironic doll
An OPP Voldnent said linuth a N'ation..
Hodte) I eafue txrat.h. will tx chareml wit/.
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Frawley el AstraLa emended mar
trdnan John Alexander 64.64
Seounc65.1
DAYTON. Ohio AP
Viellf Arno a was upiet by lib doubles partner. Bruce Maaeaat ii fira rani play 111w
Drayton Pru Tennis Class 67,6.3.5.3
Topsham' Wogek Eta* of Poland tuid
bale' trout& dimming of John LOA winning 6-2, 6-2 Saari Mean of Lida wan is second nand mist thef George Hanke 64,62. thirchwaled Linen Taster bers Steve
Duchsty 64.7.5. and Msty Rieman was a 76.6-3 VICUS eeor TC11111
In early matches, Fent Tayn (lensed
Shensi., Ararart 64, 14. 74 and Bruce
KietVe animated Warran Maher 75,64
CARLSBAD, Calif AP - Fdthwarled
Pain Mover beat thirds-aka Terry Huiladay 44,6.0 in the quarterfinals of the 150.030
women'stanstournament
Holladay 's elan:slim leaves Iourthseeded hate Lathan - a 14, 74,6.0 winner
over itenne Richarda - as the tourrouneries
highest risnaming seed heading no the
semifinals
In other quarterfinal matches. %icy
Margoin downed Noi Renata Tomanon if
C5rie9walovaloa 44. 6-4. 6-3 and Pam
Teeguarden defeated Jeanne DuVall 64, 34.
64

Transactions
By The Asocisted Pfeht.
BASEBALL
Merriam League
CHICAGO WHHE SOX-Opboried Las
Guzman, pitcher, to Campeche of the Mexican League Sent Mark Ewer. Meter to
thar minor league camp Mr reasgrinatt
National League
LOS ANGLES DODGERS-Wanwi Km
Brett, pitcher
FOOTBALL
Nahum!Football League
DALLAS COWBOYS-CIO Hams free
safety. retired
Canadian Feudal League
MONTREAL ALOUETTES Signed
Steve Jackson, defadive back, to a twoyear
contract,
OOLLOGE
CARROLL COLLEGE-Jun Thainowsin,
head basketball coach,resigned
CENTRAL FLORIDA-Named Don
Jonas head football coach
EAST CAROLINA--Extended the contract of Dave Odom,head basitethall coach.
FORDHAM-Named Cathleen Coakley
wcunen's basketball mach.
IONA-Jim Valvano. head basketball
coach and athletic director. maimed Named Pat Kennet: head basketball mach
MICHIGAN-Named WIll Martin, head

hixitey c•tiatt
MISSISSIPPI ‘'.4.1.LEY STATE Named
Archie Cooley head football coach
NORTH t'AROLLN A - Nan avf John Swofford, athletic director
OKLAHOMA Lius le Parrot*, MIAllt71
brasketball coach reamed
SOUTHERN I1.LIN0IS-CARlioN1)ALE Named Rick l'ricketi Octon,Me
coach,and Katanl Stnath, 5neh.iter mach
TEXAS ALM Signed Shelby Metcalf
head basketball mach to a five-year ,ontract_

Exhibition Baseball
By The Mandated Press
Wednesday's Csmes
-Clacago A 1! New York s
Toronto 2, Kansas Or) u
Stnnefota 4, Pittsburgh
TOWS6. Montreal 2
Houston 5, Boston 3
Atlanta 6. unannati 2
I us Angeles 12. NCI nub 8
Philadelphia 9, New York N 8
Oakland 7, Milwaukee 2
Seattle 8,San Diego6
Cleveland 3,San Frandsio 2
Chicago N 2, Uslifons 1
Detroit 7, Baltimore 3

Owens Continuing Therapy

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) Former Olympic track star
—Jesse-Owens Is continuing
661
chemotherapy treatments for
634
634 lung cancer at the University
634 of Arizona Health Sciences
629
624 Center here, after being
621
transferred from a hospital in
621
619 Phoenix.
617
A hospital official said
612
610 Owens,66,-was in stable condi607 tion
Wednesday night,
although a spokesman said
1654 earlier he was "very ill; but
1815 comfortable." They said

-

Owens is receiving no visitors.
Owens spent a week in the
- liniversit y - Hospital- -inJanuary under the care of a
cancer specialist, before
returning to his Paradise
Valley home near Phoenix.
He continued treatments as
an outpatient before his
emergency admission to Good
Samaritan Hospital in
Phoenix March 3.
Owens'doctor at the university hospital, Dr. Stephen
Jones, said the 'former

athlete's cancer was
discovered last December at
the Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago. He said the cancer
was inoperable.
Jones said it would take
several months bgfore doctors
could tell whether Owens'
treatments were successful.
Owens, winner of four gold
medals in the 1936 Olympics in
Berlin, has operated a public
relations firm in Phoenix for
several years.

Buying Gold & Silver
Holiday Inn

Room 111 Hwy.641 South Murray 753-5986

00'

Last nights Jim Adams IGA produce section
should have read as follows

L.. 13c
CABBAGE
GRAPEFRUIT4/59`
RADISHES 3159c
29c
CELERY
AVOCADOES.... 79c
99c
APPLES
STALK

3 Li. BAG

ADAMS
IGA

Friday, March 28-10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday, March 29-10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday, March 30-12 Noon-6 p.m.

10

/0 Bonus
°

Candle
Sticks

To Senior Citizens

PAYING CASH
All Gold Marked
10K, 14K, 18K
or Dental Gold

CORRECTION

JIM

over Lincoln County.
In this afternoon's first
round games, top-ranked
Louisville Moore squared off
against No. 6 Oldham County
and Bourbon County tangled
with No. 3 Owensboro.
Tonight's doubleheader
features Betsy. Layne against
Ashland and Paducah
Tilghman against No. 5 Covington Holmes.
"The coach tells me to play
like I'm big," said Mason, a
160-pounder who looks like his
next fast break should be
directed toward a hearty dinner.

Sporn In Briet

By Ile Aminsed Pres
TENNIS
Vijay
MILAN, Italy AP , uundoendal Gulls-mu
Anintrai 44
yds a Argentina 44, 6-2.6.1 in the sand
nand rd tbe map World thitropsurstis
Tema totemenerd'
but they refused to budge.
Vsets. AMentrla'S Awe Leas
in
Now the players hold the
duvrned fdthaskled Lake Hibbs 75 64
For the sake of
ship hand.
th" in a sound round mast sid South African
we-prowl thirdwaided Vits
game,they should yield on the Johan Knek 74
Gerulaits64, in a firk-ruisd match
compensation issue.
adiun. 4611Scawun
sedinci-rudni
In dher
defeat Tun Gulliklun 6-4, 6-2 and Rod

13th Region Butt Of Jokes Wins At State

Owners And Players
Remain Miles Apart
eight

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

cam:
4
%0
2
1
/
1
.

Class Ring
s
Weddin
g Ran
ds

Sterling Flatware
and Holloware
(Regardless of Condition)

Old Pocket Watches
All Silver Coins
Silver Dollars
1964 and Before
(before 1936)
Buyer: Bill Young
Sterling
Silver

C4
$410

Rings

Jew*"
Silver ainv
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RosesSaves
Yoi1i More
‘‘
Sun

TOSES
Prices Good Thru Sunday

Ladies
Cool

For the ladies . . .

POLYESTER

\

SLACKS

Ladies or Girls

3 In 1
Handbag
$697 $997

Dresses
$788

099
Stretch slacks in junior
sizes 9 10 to 16 17.
Elastic waist pull-on
style in the most wanted colors.

to

To

$088
jr

Tank Top or
Cotton Print

Men's Knit

Sport
Shirts

Bab/ Doll

P•J•

Or

Waltz Length

Gowns
Ladies Sandals

10000 Nylon
S-M-L

37

$200
Girl's

ladies

Skirt Set

Macrame
Sandals

Sizes 710 14

Sizes
4 To 6X

Ladies
Colorful

•

697 $997j

Tan, Beige
or Black

Skirt Sets

V-Neck •
Plaid Trim

$699

frt

Girl's

Tops

"
„. 0,1041,44

$1094

Terry or
Polyester Knit

Ladies
Knit

Many Styles & Fabrics

PAIR

$797
,
Th

97

Binky
Shifts
$147

Boy's
3 Pc

Suits

s
110
(
4i 4

L_J

Men's
Dress
or
Casual

Slacks

Sizes 4 to 7

Contrasting
Belt

Little Girls

$2
597

14

Dresses
2T to 4T
Pleated Skirts -,

1

Ladies

Dresses

$700

Assorted Styles
In Jr., Missy,
and Half Sizes
To

/"".

VP"

Dresses

Sizes 8 to 18

2
9.
97

k Men's

/
/ '

Short
Sleeve
Color 8.

Asst. Styles
Sizes 7 to 14'

Little Boy's
3 Pc.

Men's
Gold Award

White
-

Y„
,,7
,, y
.• '; Y

•,

Dress
\Shirts

19

Girls

/11111

Socks

799

Surt
•s

Men 78C'ee
Boy

$997

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY

to

The polc y of Rose• to to nese every
advensed Rem in stock it tor eon* UV
sioidable "Neon the weverheed row
dwindle to not in stock Rosa toP
emus a rain check on recluset that can
be tiled to purcnese the merchandise
al Ow sale wive Own Re isterchandes
W —WeelabliS tit Coniow710 mto
crandise sAll be uttered al a cots
berstilo reduced Once it to the honest
Manton of Rose
to beck up our
poticy of 'Satisfaction Guaranteed
essays

$1288

ROSE S STORES, INC

>)

ALMINIMAILINCIE

684

S.

/

Central Shopping Center
9w9,Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Sizes 2 to 4

383

...
a
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By Abigail Van Buren

She Set Her
Own Trap
DEAR ABBY Six years ago Gary not his real namei and
I were married. I was IT and Gary was 2'2 We agreed that I
would work fur two years and then quit and start a family.
Well, I've been working for six years and Gary won't let me
quit. He kps buying things we can't afford, and I have to
work to keep up the payments_
Now he says he doesn't want kids because they get on his
nerves. He hasli mean temper; he's twisted my arm and
punched me out a few times. Once, after stumbling over our
dog, he got so mad he cracked the dog in the mouth and
three teeth fell out!
I'M an only. child, and ;ary takes me to see my folks once
a week for one hour lie keeps looking at his watch all the
time we're there, which hurts my folks but they don't say
anything They have a little money saved and Gary curses
them because they Ne ant grve us part oldie money. now that
I will one day inherit.
I feel trapped I kflieN this ma mage was a mistake. but I
married him against the advice. of so many peewit., I'm
ashamed to admit it
Please help me, but don't suggest counseling.(;ary won't
go
. TRAPPED
DEAR TRAPPED: What's "trapping" you? To
spend the rest of your life in a hopeless marriage
trying to prove you were "right." knowing you were
wrong. is foolish. Take the dog (the four-legged one.,
and clear out while you're still childless.
DEAR ABBY Last Christmas I bought a present for a
male friend who is very special to me. When he came over I
tried to give it to him, and he suggested I keep it under the
tree until I take the tree down the day after New Year's.
Well, it's long after N W Year's and he still refuses to open
my gift or even take it with him lie says that doesn't mean
he doesn't want it. he just wants to leave it until he is
-ready- for it.
I leave his gift out in sight so that-every time he climes
'here, it will remind him. but heestiil isn't ready to open it..
•
What do you think?
l'ONFt'SED AND HURT
DEAR CONFUSED: What appears to be very ungracious behavior could mean he feels that he doesn't
deserve your gift. Or he finds "thank-you're' so
difficult, he delays them as long as possible.
--MAK AtttlY7T-trarrks for ietting-yourteacirrs knryw that
trained .pigeons still perform a valuable service.
Dunng World War II, I was attached to the 9th Army as
part of the Pigeon Signal Company, and when it was
impossible to get messages through on radio, our pigeons
carried mesnages across the Rhine.
Both sides used pigeons. Once near Brunswick, Germany,
we captured about 2.(100 German pigeons!
Pigeons are still used in London to deliver blood samples
from the hospitals to the lab, as they are faster and cheaper
than taxis..
aTL.i HAROLD M ROWLETTE
DEAR HAROLD: Thanks for writing. Though it
was "for the birds." your letter was interesting.
Do you bate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet, "How To Write Letters
for All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped 128
centro., self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky
'Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

dr91

Companion
Corns

It's Coker's 4-Plus-1 Program. For
every four-bags of ROUND KERNEL
Coker 16 or Coker 22 you buy, your
Coker Dealer wilt give you a filth
bag to plant. Thatchops a whopping 20% off your seed costs!

;11

But the biggest bonus may be the
hybrids you get—Coker 16 & 22—
"The Companions." Both display
excellent vigor and reward you with
high yields. Coker 22. matures 7 to
10 days later than Coker 16.

* Coker 16 yielded 171.6 bu/A at
Lexington, and 162.4 bu/A at
Princeton in the University of
Kentucky's official variety trials
last year.
* Coker 22 made 169.9 bu/A last
year in Kentucky's official variety
test at Princeton. Over all the
tests Coker 22 averaged 50.3 bu/A
more than the statewide farm
yield average.

I.

Ask your Coker Dealer about his
4-Plus-1 Program on ROUND
KERNEL Coker 16 and Coker 221

Bonus Special Both With
$25.00 Order

PAPER
TOWELS
Limit
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Richland, Ind.
Tunica, Miss.

•

Phone 812-359-5026
601-363-2651

Contact your Coker Representative:
-John Mobley,Maceo,Ky. Ph:502-264-1728
Gaylon Jennings', Kuttawa, Ky.
Ph: 502-388-97714
Jerry Doss, Elizabethtown, Ky.
Ph: 502-737-5569
36645-I

1
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

. With V2,50 Adoitional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Bush'. Cut Asparagus

Libby's Tomato

79'

SPEARS

KETCHUP

Blackeyed

Bus.

Welch's Gra'pe

PEAS

JELLY •
Jamboree Strawberry

U.S. Choice
Boneless

Paramount Hamburger

SLICES
Eat ve

lbby

MACKERAL

CHILL
#.1TH

becins41-L.bby'henna

59'
69`

OZ

15 oz

PRESERVES

CHUCK
ROAST
1 79

Welch's Grape

uboio

S1 69

tija°4"

3 lb.

iittal5a
!
fAi
$1 49

JUICE

40 oz.

3-5 Lb Pkg.

SAUSAGE
SYRUP

7
7

20 oz

9C

6
Save More On Hyde Park Milk
Hyde Park

MILK

gal S 1

91

Hyde Pork Lo-Col

MILK

Owen's Best
Slab Sliced

Contadina ".'• hole Peeled

S17'

Green Top

TOMATOES

14 , 0,

Green Giant Sweet

,,o, 2/89' PEAS .....

SPINACH

Puritan Pure Vegetable
Chef Roy Aide SL aghett,

49

SAUCE

gal

Lysol Bathroom

Hyde Park Homogenized

MILK

'.2 901.$1 1

BACON

9C

Libby s Whole Leaf

CLEANER.

J7 oz

5119

KM hn mom
(Vaner

OIL
Hyde

Park 18 oz

PEANUT BUTTER

tit41\\\

Sunshine Knsp

CRACKERS

1 lb *box

Perrier
90/

Si 1 1
I

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST
MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN

DELI

U S No 1 T Bone

998

STEAK

lb

S.

U S Choice Arm Cut

SWISS STEAK

lb

I

U.S. Choice Ground

CHUCK
SAUSAGE

PRODUCE DEPT.

Owens Best B B Q

Lb Bag Cello

S789

BEEF

lb

L.

lb

5739
So

CARROTS

2/39'

Owens Best B B

S1 89

RIBS

re,,h Groin

CABBAGE

lb

15'

Eck rich All Meat
S1 19
lb

Field's 1 Lb. Hot or Mild

COKER'S PEDIGREED
SEED COMPANY

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Hyde Park

BUTTERMILK

High Yielders In Official Tests

Open 8 7 Mon Nuts
Ira Ond Sat 8

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order

CHILI

NY4Mao
PLANTS!

Research confirms that round
kernels plapt evenly and give you
-.uniform stands.

We Nese'. ' linght To Carat Ouentettei

1407 W. Main•Phorte 753-4682

S1 29
lb

S1 89

BOIOGNA.

lb

I

S No 1 Red

POTATOES

Owen's Famous B.B.Q.

S159

PORK

,99'

lb
Sunkist Yellow

Field'. 1 Lb

BACON

Owen's Famous Whole B

. lb

51 19 SHOULDER
I

Si 59
Sliced Free

$1 98
7-10 lb. civg. lb.

LEMONS
It

Horper:s Whole Country

HAMS

C.

lb

Owen s Best Whole fried

CHICKEN

. 9 pcs

S298

ceADI
RADISHES •

235 ct

89'
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Rodeo Set For Tonight, Weekend
Brush up your cowboy hat
and polish your boots because
its time again to rodeo

The Murray State University rodeo team will sponsor its
National
Intercollegiate

with our New & Exciting

Rodeo Association
sanctioned rodeo Ttuirsday,
Friday and Saturday at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Starting
time each night will be 7:30
p.m.
Over 250 cowboys and
cowgirls from 15 universities
in the Ozark Region of the
NIRA will compete in the
event. The Ozark Region includes teams in41(entucky,
Tennessee,
Missouri,
Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi.
The MSU women's team
currently is ranked first in the
region while the men's team is
second.
Cowboy events include bull
riding, steer wrestling, calf
roping, team roping, saddle
bronc riding and bare bronc
riding. The cowgirls will compete in goat tying, breakaway
roping and barrel racing.
Preliminary rounds will be
held Thursday and Friday
with the top 10 individuals and
teams in each event competing for first place honors
Saturday.
Individual and team points
are awarded in each event.

Points are totalled during the
rodeo season,from September
to June. The tiip two individuals and teams in each
event in the 10 regions in the
NIRA are invited to the College Rodeo Finals, held each
June in Bozeman, Mont.
Livestock will be provided
by Dun McKee, of Caulfield,
Mo. The announcer will be
Neal Davis, Beebe, Ark., and
clowns also will be on hand.
On Thursday, advanced
tickets will be $3 for adults, $2
for students and $1 for
children 6-12. Tickets at the
door will be 50 cents extra. All
FFA members and university
greeks
wearing
their
organizations' shirts will be
admitted for $1.
Advanced tickets Friday
and Saturday will be $4 for
adults, $3 f9r students and $2
children 64,2. Tickets at the
door will'be50 cents extra.
Wally Fowler, "Mr. Gospel
Music," will give a 30-minute
performance halfway through
Saturday's rodeo.
Following the Murray State
rodeo, the team will compete
in five more rodeos before the
finals in Bozeman.

Your Individual
Horoscope

*Duo-Image Portrait
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Uncle Jeff's
Health 81 Beauty
Aid Dept.
Prices Good Thru Sun.
We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

r p ic lured

Maalox

Signal

I 2 OZ.

4 Way Nasal Spray

Mouthwash and
Gargle

Relieves Congestion Due To
Head Colds, Sinusitis, Allergies

Fights Strong
Mouth Odors

Liquid Antacid
Not Chalky
Pleasant Tasting
120z Bottle

1 S9

$
Sale

Sal

E=
7

E if?

Clears Redness

984

Sok

$1 28

88'

18 ot Bottle Sik

Dry Idea

Clear Eyes
Eye Drops

e7,

Regular or Unscented
1.5 oz.

carr

-.`

IOLA

PRY.!PP%

Tussy
Deodorant
4131)

•

ad
mP
iona
S
L otO

T or Roll-On

11.K.
't.414 0
,
000gAN Y

Sale

Choice

Your

412&

694

Bar

Loving Care

Hershey's Syrup
Chocolate Flavor
24 oz. Bottle •

19

Bath Sizes.i,

ii

crFt

•

•(felgens Jergens

2 or Cream
2-1 8 oz Stick

FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 28, 1980
What kind of day will Don't be talked into anything.
4ak
tomorrow be? To find out what Trust your own judgment re
the stars say, read the decisions.
°nig
9
forecast given for your birth LEO
Sign.
July 23 to Aug. 22)
ARIES
You're hopeful about a
BABIES, CHILDREN. ADULTS plus family groups
) Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
financial matter, but others
A plan is workable, but it may raise objections that
Your choice: A7Duo-image" or regular 8x10 portrait.
may be difficult to make dampen your enthusiasm.
This'r'naIP.0)--i4inage: portrait
)si rasciu
.headway now. Co-workers Stick to your guns.
atii: s dy
i7aptu:,. different facial expressior,
may seem contrary,. Take VIRGO
portrait.
steps to minimize tension.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
• Limit One per subject. two per family • Additional
TAURUS
It's not what you say but
portraits a vaiiab:e in all sizes and backgrounds al cr
Apr. 20 to May 20)
how you say it that counts
reasbnab:e pri,,.s • Persons under 18 must be .
Be level-headed about now. Remember others may
paned by parent or guardian. • Completely
romance.
You'll meet people not be as ' objective and
pbrtraits deli ered at store.• Groups: Si 25 each ad.1.of differing viewpoints at a impersonal as you are.
tional sut
party. It may be hard to get LIBRA
through to them.
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
GEMINI
It's best to keep plans to
"Last 3 Days" ----May 21 to June 20)
yourself. Let them develop
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
A home entertainment may before sharing them with
not work out exactly as others, who might find fault
March 27-28-29
planned. Some guests may just for the exercise.
seem like bumps on a log. SCORPIO
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Don't get smart-alecky.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In'
CANCER
Murray, Ky.
753-8777
Your excitedexcited about a party.
1June 21 to July 22) 48
0 but remember to finish tasks
Always friendly, professional service.
Despite your optimism, first. A young person
tray try
little problems could crop up. to put you in your place.
Don't
argue.
SAGITTARIUS
(NOV. 22 to Dec. 21,
Career plans that require
the cooperation of others
might not jell at present. A
relative or partner may be
upset about trifles.
CAPRICORN
is
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Don't be overenthusiastic.
Your intentions may be
misinterpreted. Don't let
others put you on the
defensive.
Learn
to
maneuver.
AQUARIUS
.•'
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18,
- A
little
financial
indiscretion could lead to an
argument. It really doesn't
matter who outspends whom
In about 33 A.D. this great source of power was'revealed,
Be ready-to compromise.
first to only 12 men, and then to the world. These twelve men
PISCES
were called the disciples of Christ. The awareness of this
(Feb. 19 tci.14ar. 20)
inexhaustible source of power has grown tp- pncompass the
You may have second
world through many different Christian churches. The power
thoughts about a relationship.
is called Jesus Christ.
as you learn of another's
This source of energy is yours for the asking. You can hook
quirks. However, don't take
into it by simply believing and accepting. It's as simple as
them too seriously.
follow-the-leader..
We hope you will look upon the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ-7%s a natural outlet in your search for the power
YOU BORN TODAY have
executive ability and are
beyond yourself.
•
Prepare now for that time wheh you will need more energy
drawn towards the professions
and power than a human being alone can muster. Find the
and business. Patience and
self-discipline will help you
church home that will help you achieve all that God planned
make the most of your
for you.
abilities, for you're inclined to
We want to help. Come in this Sunday and let's work on it
impulsive.
be
together
Law,
engineering, teaching, politics
and lecturing are some of the
fields in which you'd find
happiness. You may have a
North of the square on Fifth Street
special talent for music and
composing. You're also drawn
Dr. David C. Roos Minister
to
writing,
art
and
engineering. You like to see
results for your efforts. litit
shouldn't let work stifle your
originality.

um

Roll-On Anti Perspirant

.6 oz.

Frances Drake

AM.
HERZ'S
SYRUP pip

No Peroxide
No Ammonia
Color Lotion
Washes Away Only The Gray

Sale
Sale$1 3
9
(()KIRI X
(01MTR/X
:

16
Capsules

rj

1 Colligot.eaW1"

24 Tablets

•

Colgate Toothpaste

COMtreX Multi-Symptom
Cold Reliever

5 oz. Tube

Sale Your Choice

Sale

a

78'

Johnson's
Economy
Pack
10
Cartridges

Baby
Shampoo

Endless
energy source
discovered.

So

White Rain
Hair Spray
Regular. Unscented
Ultra Hold,
Extra Hold
7.5 oz. Aerosol Con

Gillette Atra

$ 1 66

$218

s, 96"

Salt

GLAD wviap

Norelco Curly Plus

Glad Wrap

Hot Curling Brush With Mist
Brush Release, Hair Spins Free
For No More Tangles
Mist To Help Set And Prevent Drying

Clear Plastic Wrap
100 Feet Roll

Sale

49'

.$1 188
Nifty Disco Fever
Ensemble

Luden's Candy
5th Avenue Bar,
Super Nut, Rinkles

8

Sale Your Choice

Model
HB1640

)

•
s
a

4;•.

Contains Vinyl Binder
30 Count Filler Paper
Pocket Divider
No. 0743 52 24 Value

$1 00

/

99'

The First Christian Church

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

i•VVVEle.

• —
OF

T'1c

The System Household
Budget Planner

Big Deal Box Stationary
By Pratt and Austin
Quality and Quantity
100 Sheets

By Mead''
Contents, Helpful How To Use
Instructions, Complete File Mode
Of 14 Durable Pockets,
ihorts For Recording Important Monthly Planning
and spending.
$ I 69
No. 64830

30 Envelopes

No 77.411 Sole

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON

Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434

Norelco
Dial-A-Brew

A
• 1
1 _

0 Cup Automatic
Coffee Maker
Brew Miser lets You
Make The Number Of
Cups You Wont
No. HP5140
1

Sole

$2398

Iv iv
I I
i . I41.1.I \

Nifty 5 in 1
Theme Book
Wire-O-Bound
150 Sheets
No S839

\
$
Solo

1 49
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. Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept
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'Uncle Jeff s Clothing Dept,
Budgeteer
Sheer To The Waist

Full Slips
Half Slips
Camisoles
$449

Panty
Hose
Only 994

Exquisite Form

and up

Men's Short Sleeve

Bras

Shirts

Buy One At Regular Price
Get Two Of Equal Value

Great For Dress
Or Casual Wear
Plaids Button Front

FREE

$899

Selected Style

and up

s-xl

Men's and Boy's
Men's Dress

Belts

Slacks

Always
1/3

Brown, Black
Navy Gray

off

TA99

The Suggested
Retail Price

Only
Ladies Dress

U.
U.
Save

Men's Dress
and Casual

Shoes

Shoes

Reg. S16.99118.99

Minnow Dip
Nei

Tackle Box
Reg. 6.4/

Sale

a

$499

a
a

Styrofoam

Minnow
Bucket
$1 57
Fish
Stringer

"Dutch Owen"

Crappie Pole

Just Arrived

W-ith Plano
Wire Tips
in 8 and 10 Feet

No. 407

Y

Handmade
Shiners

Lures

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Sole Priced At Just

50

No Ice Needed
Freeze Lid
Keeps Bait & Cath Cool

7
4,
4

-"W

U •

Mini Lite
Old PalWoodstream

• ib

Bait Keeper •

V.inreeliWilliaillelir

With Sandalfoot
By Fruit Of The Loom

$49

4

IllmIllan

rr,

Model 380

I
aa
3a

Selection
-

Super Spedals From thsie Jeff's Hardware Department
50 Lb. Bag

Lawn Lime

Marble
Chips

I

Sale $ I 77

zo.
4
..17

Garden
;•
ic Hose
667
• ji

Black and
Decker

Model 8280

U.
is

Rs

$1 77

Clothes
Line
Pole

Grass
Shear
S1899

sr

Reg. 3.47

Sale

287

r-

Per Gallon

3

5/8"
50 Ft.

•

Sale

I House
Paint
$687

Bark

Free Flowing
Non Burning
Extended Re!eose
Reg. S2.17
50 1.13. Bog

Reg. $2.27

Outside

Pioneer Landscape

5
1 Nla

012S -

Rain
Dance

6

II••••••••••••Imme•

Air Tanks Car Wax
Reg. 37.99

$11 397

31

Reg 5 99

$400

99
Sale

Sale

10 Qt.
Galvanized

Mode: 8260

Black and Decker
Cordless

Pail

Weed Eater
Nylon tine
Blades Grass
And Weed Trimmer

$4399
V..dit"ArAniWiNWALIN

Reg. $219-9

VI 97
Sale

S%•
•
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HEALTH

Civiletti Participates In Fundraiser
Help for varicose veins
Lawrence L.Larno.M.D

A..
•
.01•111,k

AM a
DEAR DR LAMB
31 year-old woman and have
three children I work an
average of 62 hours a week
Sometimes I do a lot of standing on a concrete floor My
• problem is I have an awful lot

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Th*.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

WEDNESDAY-ThUltSDAY SKCIAL

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
PLATTER

ea cip

R•9. S.3.3.8

Raked Potato or French Fries

A(

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

&ON

Allll'ou Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
Chicken Fried Steak with Countn; Grav
k slab of Stow Lade Toast

• SIRLOIN
•
Our quality will keep you cootie back.
•
•

tend can help contribute to the
problem That's really why
standing is a factor in causing
varicose veins
When you stand perfectly
still, the veins represent a tall
column of blood that creates
pressure The vein walls
r:-strong in
aren't very thick bj
contrast to the walls of the
arteries
It you move your legs, walk
or otherwise contract- the
muscles, the contracting muscles in the legs squeeze the
veins inside the muscles and
,literally milks the blood out of
the leg toward your heart.
This, in turn, drains the veins
underneath the skin that you
can see That's why walking
and any, form of exercise
involving the legs actuallyhelps to prevent the accumulation of blood in the veins
and helps to prevent the build
up of pressure that contributes to varicosities.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 5-8,
Varicose Veins. Other readers
who want this issue can 'send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551: Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. It.-will
give you more details about
the veins in the legs andihe
pressure factors involved and
what can be done about them.
Since you apparently started having a problem very early in life, that suggests an
inherited tendency toward
weak veins.
The best preventive measure is to wear some kind of
properly fitting external pressure garments such as support
hose If you wear something
that provides enough pressure, this will counterbalance
the tendency of the veins to
stretch or dilate when they're
filled with blood.
--Start-wearvng•some form-of
support hose. If you have
- severe varicose veins, talk it
Over with your doctor and
perhaps he can fit you with
some . Jobst stockings. These
are custom made to create
the greatest pressure at the
foot and gradually decrease
the pressure as you go up
toward the top of the thigh.
These and some other devices
are a bit .more effective than
the usual support hose.

before I became a teen-ager I
worry about this condition
because the veins get larger
and more numerous with age
My legs become tired and
begin to ache after I stand for
about IS to 30 minutes They
always feel better after I sit
and elevate ttiern for awhile
My veins have become continually worse over the years
Could you send me some
information on what I can do
for this condition'
VariDEAR READER
cose veins are those that are
overstretched They're somewhat like an elastic. balloon
that's been overstretched and
doesn't snap hack to its original shape The overstretched
veins affect • the tiny valves
inside. the veins The valves
help to prevent the blood from
flowing back down toward the
foot These large dilated veins
prevent the valve flaps from
meeting properly and so
they're leaky valves.
Anything that increases the
pressure inside the veins to
cause them to dilate and dis-

of what I call broken or varicose veins - dark purple.
blue and red veins, some of
them are bulging, They re
mostly in my lower thighs I
had a few varicose veins on
the front of my left thigh

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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'Lantern,
Aurora,Ky.
LI

West —
entucky's
Most
Unique
Restaurant

Charbroiled Steaks

Open at 5 p.m.
7 days a week
in summer

Closed Monday
and Tuesday in
spring and fall

NOW OPEN
NEW FOR 1980— PRIME RIB!
Carol and Dick Thomas

For reservations any Right
except Saturday,call:
(502)474-2773

campaigns'd the six House
Democrats named by pources
as potential defendants in the
FBI's Abscam political corruption probe.
As recently as March 13,
Civiletti told a news conference he would not make
campaign appearances on
behalf of Carter, "nor on
behalf of senators or congressmen or others." He said
then, as he had previously,
that such appearances would
be, inappropriate for an attorney general.
Justice
Department
spokesman Robert M. Smith
said Wednesday, "He wasn't
aware it was a fundraising
event or he would not have
gone." Smith
blamed
Civiletti's attendance on errors by the attorney general's
staff, who, Smith said, failed
to tell him the nature of the
event.
Smith said Civiletti did not
attend the Wednesday night
dinner and reiterated-that the
attorney general inteilds.'t6
avoid political appearances.

AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048

SURFLAII FITS
SURFACE APPLICATION
LIKE TREFLAN FITS
INCORPORATION.

Civiletti was criticized for
joining Carter on a campaignstyle tour of Baltimore
Aug. 7. Afterwards, Civiletti

At the reception, Civiletti
spent some time alongside
Defense Secretary Harold
Brown in the receiving line
welcoming guests. The only
Cabinet members absent were
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall and Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance. Vance also has
said he will not participate in
political events this year.

said he went because he is,
from Baltimore and previously had been invited by ItalianAmerican groups there. He
said he did not consider it a
political event.

Dr. David G. Fitch
Dentist
Announces The Relocation
Of His Office To
1304 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray, Ky.
753-8368
Telephone Answered 24 Hrs.

The NationAt

Stereo Compact

System Sale

Save$100

Hi-Fi Music System with
Dolby* Cassette and FM
Clarinette• -110 by Realistic'

9

95

Reg
499.95

Our best compact stereo system with 12-watts •
per channel min RMS at 8 ohms from 21 7. c) 0011
Hz no more than 0 8°G THD Play ar ,
from cassette AM FM or phono Fr ,T
cassette deck 2-speed belt-drive automatH
•
changer witn cueing anti-skate and
- artridgo Dual VU meters 24 -higtwith 8 woofer 5 mid-range .)
13-1205
•Tivi
• , inoratortr.s

Accessories

Plus Low Prices on 1.1

Dual-Pattern
Stereo Microphone

Discover the
Fun of Private
Listening

By Realistic

PRO-20 by Realistic

'
299
FULL SEASON...
WEATHER BEATER

Constrt,.cte;
a snapfit headband assembly and
latest engineering 2016.000 Hz .response Soft
foam-filled vinyl ear
cushions are contoured •
to the_ear for comfort
10' coiled cord 33-1008

•11111W
VI.S4

By Realistic

Two internal electret capsules
let you record stereo with
just one mike. Switchable
patterns for large and small
groups. 10' cord. Two '4"
plugs battery extra 33-919

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

SUPERTAPE GOLD
Difference
Cassettes Hear the

ONLY
2%9921

•
.

SUPERTAPE CHROME
Cassettes--For
Professional
Recording Results By Realistic

ONLY

60 Min.
3
4
414?30
60 Min.

ONLY
q99

ONLY

44.922

:

90 Min.

- 4

Hear the music, not
the noise. Precision
housing is shielded
agaInst hum,and
cuts wow/flutter.
Hinged Storage
case

ELANCO

flan

449
44-931
90 Min.
Ultra high-fidelity
that captures
the softest and
loudest
.
Passages without
overload -1
distortion. Bring out the
best
In your
recorder.

Nrossisonsarra.

9:30-7:00 Mon.-Fri.,
Olympic Plaza
9:3.0.-6:00 Sat.
Murray, Ky.
Closed Sun.

t,we hertioldi
Ih•
r,raencti
s and broadtailImir"

For best results, always read
and follow label directions.

1
1
1
1
2

Supermarket of Sound'

A series of earthquakes
struck the New Madrid, Mo.,
area in 1811-12 and sent shock
tremors over more than a million square miles of the continental United States. No other
earthquake in U.S. histor affected so extensive an area, according to National Geographic.

Tie`BlassciAnterri

Dependability. With Treflan aria Surfian, it runs in me famiiy.
Surflan is the surface-applied soybean herbicide that waits out dry
weather. Stays put up to 21 days. Then it the weather doesn't coop•
erate, a light tilling puts Surflan to work.
Surflan works full season, clean through combining. And
doesn't fizzle out on you. -It'S—ifiere—ifTie—n— you need late-season
control. So when you think soybean herbicides, remember . .
Surflan fits surface application like Treflan fits incorporation.
SURFLAN FACTS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Surflan won't leach out in a heavy downpour. The Surflan cost
per acre can be a real plus to soybean profits. Surflan is the fullseason weather beater that controls a broad spectrum of annual
grasses and some broadleaf weeds.
For dependability that runs in the Eland° family, see your farm
chernical supplier or custom.applicator. Ask for Surflan, in liquid
Or 'wettable powder.
Elanco Products Company, A Division of Eli Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, IN 46206, U.S.A.

II) ICHAEL J.SNIFFEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHING-MN (API — Attonic. General Benjamin
Civiletti. who vowed to avoid
polit..A1 appearances, participated in a Democratic Party :undraiser that .could
benefit congressmen implicated in the Abscam case.
Ci‘.letti and 10 other
members of President
Carter's Cabinet were the
honored guests and drawing
cards Tuesday night at a
reception thrown by the
Deniocratic congressional
campaign committees.
The nearly 700 guests paid
$1,005) each to attend the
reception and a Wednesday
night dinner, which Carter addressed. The money will be
given to Democratic candidates for the House and
Senate this year.
Rep. James Corman, DCalif , chairman of the
Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee, said
Wednesday that some money
from the affair could go to the

A DIVISION O' TANDY CORPORATION

Most items
also avaaabie at
Radio Shack

Radio
thaek

Dealers
_

Aff lila
sign in your
neighborhood

•

OF ALE

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDI /At STORE.;

at

•

2
2

2
2
2

2
2
3
3
3
3
3
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More Witness Called By Jury
Investigating Strip Mine Laws

LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) A special federal grand jury,
apparently continuing its investigation of state regulation
of trip-mining in southeast
Kentucky, has called several
more witnesses.
However,Steven R. Youngs,
a former state mining official
subpoenaed by the grand jury,
said he was allowed to leave
Wednesday without testifying.
Charles King of Middlesboro
and his brother Bill King of
Corbin, who said they had
been in the strip-mining
business answered questions
posed by the grand jury, but
would not comment on their
testimony.
"I don't understand what

it's all about:. Charles King.
said.
Six mining officials, all of
whom work in the strip mine
permits division of the state
Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, were subpoenaed
last week, but also left without
testifying.
The grand jury, which was
empaneled last June to investigate alleged corruption in
state government, apparently
is looking into the issuance of
surface mining permits. To
date,federal prosecutors have
obtained records of more than
150 surface mining operations.
"I don't think they (the
grand furors) are going to get

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Preface
6 Rent
11 Three-base
hit
12 Blacksmiths
irons
14 Underground
part of plant
15 Italian poet
17 Preposition
18 Likely
19 Conjunction
20 Vessels
curved
planking
21 Down Prefix
22 Cheer
23 Fencers
sword
24 Raise
26 Encounters
27 Nerve networks
28 Withered
29 At mat place
31 Long steps
34 Risque
35 Extra
36 Note ot scale
37 High Music
38 European
-0
- country '
39 Fondle
40 Pronoun
41 Aromatic
herb
42 Countenance
43 Chief
45 Jets forth
47 Is borne
48 Fruit confec' lions

2 Disturbance
3 Choose
4 Spanish article
5 Interpose
6 Spear
7 Grafted Heraldry
8 Hail'
9 Yes Sp
10 Kite
11 Barter
13 Boils on eyes
16 Poker stake
19 Writing tablet
20 Haste
22 Each
23 Weird
25 Build
26 Gay
28 Least fresh
29 Spoor
30 Woman'S
garment

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

ED 00000 600
CCU 00000 EMI
COLO= noci.om

Boom
moo 000

0300
CU000 OM 100
CC GOO 000 03
COO 000 MUM
M300 000 0003
000 00000
C00000 00003M
CUM 00000 000
DUO 00000 000
31 Resorts
32 Chooses
33 Surfeits
35 Mixes
38 Arrow poison
39 Separate

lir,- ---,-,------

6

11

7 . a

io

12

13

14 /
15 16

17

18

20
23

24

29

,

24

23

30

31

32

as

34

se
42

40 '
43

45

IIU

48

In a related development
Wednesday, Frankfort attorney William P. Curlin Jr.
confirmed he has been subpot(naed to appear before the
grand jury Friday.'
The subpoena reportedly
relates to an oil venture in
which .Curlin and former
Democratic state chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt Jr.
participated.

33

24

37

Waddle later denied being
pressured by Harscher. State
records show permits for five
of the 10 mining operations in
questions were issued during
Harscher's tenure.

"It. doesn't amount to a
WhOte lot, but I dan'thelieVe it
would serve any useful purpose to be talking about it,"
Curlin said of the subpoena.

r

21

/I
DOWN

41 Sum up
42 Animals coat
44 Three-toed
sloth
46 Parent
Collog

La any of us, said N'oungs. He
added he ' was not told to
return.
The six current mining officials included Charles F.
Peters, the division's permit
review supervisor; Claude T.
Denny, a bond release supervisor; permit reviewers
James M. Wilborn, Charles T.
Bottorff and Dennis Raleigh,
and administrative reviewer
Kathryn Wilson.
Ralph R. Waddle, director
of the division, was subpoenaed March 4, as were
state records for 10 Kentucky
coal mining operations. Waddle testified before the grand
jury Wednesday, sources
reported, but had no comment.
Youngs, former supervisor
of the permit review section,
said two weeks ago that permit applications often were
processed out of the order in
which they were received
because of political pressure
from Frank Harscher HI, the
former natural resources
secretary.

416
.1,

1 Drive onward

In l4I4, Jacob Tram, a U.S.
Department of Agriculture veterinarian, identified the organism associated with brucellosis
in swine. This organism - Brucella suis - like Other Brucella, can cause disease in humans and other animals.

CoasttoCoa
TOTAL

HARDWARE

Ir=11_11: I I I:

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice

Bible Facts Free Store for tht
needy 759-4600

Diluter Special
thL;,, Sat
1 Lorge Order

$3.19

GAILIMORt'S
RESTAURANT
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
tisted here is a ready reference
that •ill quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
tof
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
it. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. farm Equipment
20. sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
'27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. AWEstate
44. Lots ForSale
45. Fauns For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
17. Motorcycles
18. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column.
51. Wanted

Central Shopping
Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

2. Notice

Starks
Hardware

2rn Puptuf )r,
'531727

1!!

HIM F.

"Hi.
,

1,1111*

-

1111. I41111114M, NiurN
111

Rex Camp has sold his septic
tank cleaning business, due to
illness to his son-in-law, Ricky
Alexander. The business and
phone will remain the same
Rex asks his customers to call
Ricky for the septic tank service. Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning, vacuum cleaned from
your driveway. Residential,
commercial, and industrial
(Formerly Rex Camp') 24 hour
service! 753-5933.
Public Auction sale on April
9th at 10 AM on Partie1-ford
parking lot for one 1979 Ford
F-140 color is red, serial
number F14HUDE4787

Weddings of Distinction

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

5. Lost and Found
Biltold lost Friday around Nor
thside I G A Call 753 2540
Lost Wirehaired Fox Terrier
reddish color, natural bob-tail
Missing in Lynn Grove aiea
around Watson and Protoumus
Road Was dragging chain not
wearing collar Goes by the
name Rusty Reward' Call 4354589

6. Help Wanted
Dental Assistant experience
helpful but not necessary if ap
plicant it exceptional 32 hour
work week Staring hine 1980
Interested applicants send
resume to P 0 Box 32 P
Experienced mechanic Apply
at Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center 7th am;
Maple
Immediate opening Position
available for dental medical
assistant
No experience
necessary Send resume to P 0.
Box 32M. Murray. KY
Models over 18 for television
photography trade shows,
department stores, fashion.
promotions. Call (212) 751'8173 from 12 to 5 PM for appointment. 1756 Broadway.
N Y.C. Suite 5D-GRS advertising.
Medical office requires
Secretary/ Receptionist
Medical dicto-typing essential.
Bookkeeping an asset Send
resume to Administration Office, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Attention Number
204

753-8298

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
NEED CASH?
ACT RIGHT NOW!
CALL 753-8948
after 5 P.M.
Generous
Reward
Offered...
for information leading
to arrest and conviction
of the 2 people stealing
gas from me and my
neighbors on squire
Potts
Coll
Rood.
Thomas • Noel, 4892440.

FOR-SALT

Reward for information leading
to the recovery of a large
Weimaraner. 100 lbs, silver color. Call Lanch Adams, 1,539819 or 759-1623.

36" topper for short
vTheel base pickup.
S100, call 753-5322
after 4 p.m.

Kentucky
The
Sheriffs' Boys and Girls
Ranch is now accepting
applicant resumes for
the position of a live-in
House Parents at the
Kentucky Sheriffs' Girls
Group Home at Cabertsville,
Kentucky.
Salary, hoasing and ex•
iienses provided.
For a copy of the job
description and applicant guidelines, contact Gayle Frye, City
Hall, Benton, Ky.
42023, phone 527.
8677.
Positions
also
available for relief and
backup parents.
An Equal Opporturnty
player

Ern

PEANUTS

I FIGURED fT OUT
CHARLIE BROWN

IF YOU STAY DEPRESSED
FOR TWO MORE DAYS'OWL
MAKE IT (Nib TPE BOOK
OF WORLD RECORDS...

LIOU JUST
BLEW IT!,

3-27

THIS MORNING
HE WAS
HALFWAY
THROUGH
SHAVING --

7995
Features coaster brakes, hardtall frame and chrome
bans Blue frame Choose boy's or girl's model.

Scotts Turf
Builder at

- 2. Notice

Public Auction sale on. April
9th -at 10 AM on Parker Ford
parking lot for one 1978 Ford
F-250, 4x4, color is 'black
serialnumber $26S1CC0956.

NANCY

20" HI-RISE BIKE

Early Bird
Special

Mo
Inst
Item
Chg
Chg
1. Mileage charges per cable
mile for foreign exchange service
and alarm circuits
$4.25
2. Install an extension
telephone other than at the time
the main telephone is installed
$10.00
3. Install separation jack for
customer owned equipment with
FCC registration number
$10.00
4. Extra residence listing
.35
5. Extra business listing
.45
6. Private listing
.25
7. Semi-Private listing
.35
8. Install 10' straight cord
Delete
9. Change 15' straight cord to
14' straight cord
$7.75
10. Install 9' coil cord
Delete
cord
Change 15' coil cord to 12'
coil 1.
$9.75
12. Install 10' Slenderet straight cord
Delete
13. Install 9' Slenderet coil cord
Delete
14. Install 13' Slenderet coil cord
Delete
15. Install 13' Ericofon coil cord
Delete
16. Install extension bells, small
(increase from .25)
.30
large (increase from .50)
1.00
17. Install relay
1.50 10.00
18. ,Install 3 button key
telephone
10.00
19. Install hands free key
telephone
5.00 15.00
20. Install music on hold (key
system)
2.75 15.00
21. Install call announcer
1.25 15.00
pho2n2e. Install model 222 code-a15.00 20.00
23. Install model 333 remote
control code-a-phone
15.00 20.00
24. Install model 555 remote
control Code-a-phone
20.00 20.00
25. Install play back (used ('ith
remote control code-a-phone)
2.00
26. Ericofon (increase from .50)
1.00
27. Decorator kit wringer
Del.
Del.
28. Decorator kit w/o ringer
Del.
29. Slenderet (increased from
S1.00 w/o ringer)
1.50
30. Install tone ringer
.50 10.00

1124162

Masai, KY

1 1

NOTICE
A hearing will be held on Monday, April 7, 1980, at
1:30 p.m. Eastern Standard Time by the Utility
Regulatory Commission of Kentucky at its offices at
Frankfort, Kentucky, as to the reasonableness of the
following adjustments in miscelkienous and installation
charges which the West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corporation, Inc., of Mayfield, Kentucky,
proposes to place in effect upon approval by the Commission:

Kentucky
Lake Catfish

Shoi-lOrder

1. Legal Notice

handia-

BEETLE BAILEY
YOU'RE A
LIBRA,
RIGHT?

12-SPEED BIKE

51-1EffE!

HOROSCOPE SAYS
TODAY YOU SHOULD TRY
TO BEAUTIFY SOME DRAB
AREA OF YOUR LIFE

YOUR

-

Features gumwall tires, side pull caliper brakes
levers. stem shift*, and ma*, bond handlebars. w/saftity
Chaos* 26'
mon a. 580-0726; 24" boy's. 560-0702; 26" ladies'.
660-0744;
27 man's, 860-0789

5

MIL

10-SPEED BIKE

S-27

BLONDIE

Features

rear disc brake and front Center pull
caliper w/
safely levers. gumwail Wes, positron shifter and
meal bend
handlebars. Choose 26 men's, 1160-0901: 2e"
ladies', HO0427 or 27 men a 860-0643

I Ju5-1" BROKE Ti-iE GuiNNE55
BOOK RECORD FOR TrIE MOST
5HAvE5 WITH ONE BLADE

Ong F
EE
-71-1AT
HURTS!

ra.
(..5 a,

13995
27" MEN'S
10-SPEED
BIKE

glow

N

Ultra-lit. 10-speed
bike wIth gumwall
Ire., dual caliper cantar pull alloy brakes,
safety layers and rat
trap perlalavenoe

cNps 560-0900

12995
20" BOY'S
BMX BIKE
Features off road
frame. tubular front
fork, V handlebars
inci yellow mag
whitsfs 88(F0298

99"
12-SPEED
BIKE

lightwolght 12speed features slde
pull caliper brakes
and Mites bend handlebars. Choose 26"
men's, 960-0629 Or

21" boy's, 960-0603

9995
20" BOY'S
BMX BIKE

Features off road
frame, front fork
aim111-handlobars_.

1000217

-

re"

PHANTOM

TRAN9-OCEAN PHONE cA4L,,,

CAN YOU HEAR ME
NOW ? WE'RE OPENINC
,
.
-7 AN OFFICE IN
41)
4
6
11/'
BAN6ALL
A. I Al
p.
TO RuN IT. YES.'

YOU'RE 60/A0
TO VIORK HERE?
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6. Help Wanted

March 27, 1980

o mar e al inie
6. Help Wanted--

15-.1trtic erifor Sale

faiin Equipment

22. Musical

30: -1B ifmess Rental

114103:1111
43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

Used garden tiller $75. Call
489-2440 after 5 pm

$25 Business or office space
p Price reduced you take the
Used console stereo
11
400
•
• saving Extra nice 3 bedroom 2
stereo, available for rent or lease
Also repossesed can
Having a yard sale?
home in
brick
Close to court square. Private
•
: bath
Then pickup your free
20. Sports Equipment monthly payments 7. '575 customer
•
parking Call 753Central heat and
Gatesborbugh
•
yard sale signs from
• air lot and a half 2 car garage
Men s Raleigh Grand-Prix 10- 24. Miscellaneous
•
4109.
the Gallery of Homes
"fl
speed racing touring bike. Feed one adult for $7 week:with concrete drive In $50s
' .:
building,
Commercial
rent:
For
office on Highway 691
•
$135 1- ly, including 1 lb mei', daily
'mint condition
Wiggins
Call Spann Realty Associates
approximately 20x20. ideal for
N. in The Village Shop901-642-8790
,4etables
153 7124
of
choice
eight
fresh
or small business. Call
office
Furniture
maw
ping Center just
Eir
t
s -I L 753-2967 after 5 pm
deta
grains
and
Free
Musical
22.
North
Htvy 641
across from the
Box 286, Hardin, KY 421.148
Professional Services
753-4566
D-28 Martin guitar excellent
Boston Tea Party.
Want
To
Rent
31.
l.tStzut.1
The F.riendly Touch'
With
t
developme,
,,,rh
actable
Foot
8
pool
753-6837.
condition $700 436-2411
fnultidiscip •nor
R Ity
couple
with
Responsible
Call
Ford
cessories
•
a
414-8;•
For sale: Brent gilts.
JOHN SMITH
I
1/..a.•••II.
NEED MORE
the pr m•t •
For sale Upright piano and
would like to lease
references
model,
1976
truck,
pickup
or
x10
8
tent
quality
Jood
the problems of 'L.:.
ROOM?
bench, and and old stereo Call Lawn mower battery .4 month farm with option of purchase
753-1348.
WKIAU
OMIT
Call
new
like
nice,
during
arger Call 753-8918
ois.
the Inst,tve
guarantee. $24 99 -i.:hange (minimum 20 acres plus
Then this is it, lovely 4
753-7927
PIIIICALUA4
e•
cusiness hours
,enaoged in' sec ondor
Wallin Hardware. Pa,
Gold and diamond bracelet, apBR., and study,
home). Contact 247-7229 or
Excellent
133) 6-room mobile home
ORGAN
HAMMOND
(TM
public service ort•s •v 2.- •
ant to buy Junk cars Call praised at $500 by two condition Worth $600 will Marine batteries .;o
situated on tree- month 554-7026
sits on 100,140) plot with view
ternship opoorro" • e
Jewelers. like new: price
14
8g38 after 5 pm
lake On paved rood Some
of
studded lot. This charguarantee, $34 99 -:mange. Respectable family wants to
•
odinort:ie
sell,
to
Need
groduate ond
offer.
best
take
negotiable. 753-1336 or 759remains includ ronge
furniture
ming home has large
60 month paranter $44 99 rent a nice home in North
dergraduate Y.:dents A
753-0243
Call
753-7411
1475
refrig
nod
2 Bedrooms bath
Buying
Cware,
permanent stc"
area,
exchange Wallin
living-dining
Calloway County Call 345-2265
ARouND I Hi(LOCK
Baldwin piano
Wood heat 1200
8
Gas
den
students and •..
Pans
Purple Martin houses. 6 room. New and used
large
kitchen,
Gold-Silver
country
after 5 pm
outbuilding
The best port is the
Piano
.
Co
Lonardo
organs
and
1:145rticipating .0 s e,_t
$23.99. 12 room $36 99: 18
rec. room, 2 baths,
Coins and Starling
price Only $12 000 Owner
the Post Office Two portable buildin 9 x12. Smati camper trailer with 43. Real Estate
is
room, $49.99, 24 room across from
heat. Less than
elec
terms
best
newly
constructeJ!
The .nitial •(We also allow 25 to 1
TN
Paris
Call
3
for
weeks
tent
popup
Hardware.
Wallin
$59.99
replacement cost at
Fire acre mini-farm located
materials. $695 eas.h One
stitute wiii be
exchange silver for merRepossesed piano balance due house type. one barn !,o.e Call 753-8918 during business less than one mile from lake
Paris
(No. 137) CATTLE FARM 51
only $52,900.
rurol economic deveicamen•
chandise) Excluding Sale
hours.
payments. Also
ACRES. Good older home /
a!-•
ogricultural marketing
and boat launching ramp On
after 4 pin
100 ACRES
Plastic pipe sale. CPVC hot or monthly
474-8800
Merchandise.
with 1 plus baths. den
roorns
I & B Music,
pianos.
practice
tourism development
For
Rent
Apts.
32.
34two
(KY
2"x10'.11.60,
1918)
road
blacktop
,
'
pipe:
water
Farm, 25 productive
Vernon's
Trot line material, o,ecut redutil
carport
elec 8. wood
The Dlrector should hod
753-7575.
KY
north of Hamlin.
'x10'. $3.19. Schedule 40
acres, i approximately
heat
insulation
fireplace well
Western
wood and hardwa,e screen. Clean. deluxe apartment 3 miles
recogn!zed professiona!
plastic pipe. 147-x10. $3.29. Save 25% on all new Wurlitzer enough for 250 bokes $250 bedrooms, family room Electric and phone are
$10,000. saleable
TVA on Ky
pomp
8
Borders
in his or her fed and
Store
2-x10. $3.99, 3-x10'. $8.90., organs during March Beginn- Call 753-1421 after 5 Om
lake for °bout 1550 ft (extimber. i Lots of
fireplace central heat air. US available Can be purchased
hove formal stud.es
Olympic Plaza
with only a small down pay4-x10'. $1199. Wallin Hard- ing at only $400 J & B Music,
Lellent home sites) long rood
professional experiences
highway
641 South 492-8634
blacktop
Murray Ky.
frontage
Nice lawn shaded by
ment and balance financed at
ware. Paris. .
Dixieland Shopping Center. We buy and sell good used furrurcP development or relate
on
•
located
frontage,
753-7113
niture and appliances The Odd Duplex. 2 bedroom quiet less..than bank rates let us
large
trees gotden place
ciak
Murray
areas
cans
2
Rd.
and
Church
Palestine
mower
Riding lawn
9-9 Daily
route Price is
bus
school
Shop Highway 641 Paris 642. residential neighborhood Cal! show you this fine building site
The arov soil
off 94 E. $75,000.
1-6 Sunday
country lard Call 474-2744
Owner terms
(62j400
-753-8096
6250.
ovokrbie July 1 198C'
now John C Neubauer, Real
•
will be commensurate w •'
Furnished or partly furnished Estate. 1111 Sycamore St .
26. TV-Radio
SALE
753-8080
loualifications and experience would like to buy peddle sew(No. 149) IMW NOME MUD
apartment Zimmerman Apart- Murray 753-0101 or 753.ng machine. Call 492-8401
POOL
Two repossesed 25 :.310f t vs.
Send oppl cations by Aa. • 6
Pion
Y•Thitney
COMPLETION . Acre M
New
753-6609
16th.
7531
South
ments.
1980 to Dr Rick Stincr. - 15. Articles For Sale
SU
small
home
finished
Jo
on
Only
Tape
outside
room
thi,
control
in
One
-emote
is
living
()tiered
Easy
SALE!
President s Office Ma ri:. p
except concrete work Brock
monthly payments Aarranted. For rent Nice one bedroom Interested in a good commer- deluxe brick home in Canter
New 15x25
deck
Murray
Aluminum extension ladders.
Stare University
House is wired 3BR plenty of
New K iirbal Orgaapartment. Call 753-3949
& B Music. 753-7575
bury
Three
2':
bedrooms.
have
We
near
lake'
site
the
cia)
swimming pool with
42071 Murray Stare Ur,ve's •.
599.3
closets
12x22 hying room
0Oe Only
14'. $31.99. 16'. $38.99. 20'
with
family
room
has
baths
near
apartment
commerFurnished
lots
seven
zone
listed
rs an offirmat , ve oc on equc $54 99. 24. $69.99. 28'. filter. Only S795.00. New MIrithoil Crest (onseke 27. Mobile Home -Wes
1 2,18
kitchen Borders
man,
brick
large
and
fireplace
downtown Murray Call 753- cial on KY 444 at the entrance
opportunity employer
neat- town Some
blacktop
rood
Call collect 502-966Plow*
$9499. 32. $13019 Wallin
1972 12x60 furnished 3 4109.
to the entrace to Pine Bluff extras, so,ch as compactor, in
work and $25 500 & you're o
$1595
4258. Ask for DEAN_
S'o'
Hardware, Paris.
gas
iaJ,
bedroom. 1',2 bath
The owner says to sell these tercom centA....ocuurn dou
winner,
10. Bus. Opportunity For sale 40 ft van load of used
heat, carpeted. washer and For rent One bedroom apart- reasonably priced lots Nowl ble garage A truely distinctive
one
Also
furnished
nice.
Call 901 642-3149 ment.
dryer
$356 weekly guaranteed Work office furniture, chairs, desks
home at $85.000 Call Spann (No. 156) CONVENIENCE &
efficiency apartment Inquire John C Neubauer, Real Estate Realty
ECONOMY? That s what you Ii
Paris.
2 hours daily at home i$178 safes. 4 and 5 drawer file Shot guns. rifles. pistols, 1978
Associates, 753-7724
St
Murray
1111 Sycamore
100 S 13th St
have with this 3 BR home
for one hour daily) For free cabinets. tables. fiberglass and Ford Van. 1971 Chevy station'
_153-0101_0r 7517531_ .
Obiltrt- L-7-b4Ot4i-f+Offi-UOAYCAAAA4y 743*-n-the-reduced
-price
abart-shut
i
Ohm
tru re write
wagon. Heating and airplexigra-S7 R OS-sir-5o
$18.000 Owner ndi finance
Gas
Kimball Music
per month plus Look us over before you look to settle estate on a good sok: & 2 blocks from grocery
668 Murray KY 42071
Mdse.. Inc . Martin. TN 38237 conditioning business. parts.
Only
Small down payment Call 489- me nt $175
1 2.1 5 den
heat
three
bedroom.
N
316
at
house
5
after
753-5447
Call
Open
deposit
Center
settleEstate
587-2420
tools
supplies,
around When you're ready to 6th It has new paint,
532 900
2248 after 5 pm
13. For Sale or Trade Phone 901)
new
Sat ment 753-2226 after 6 pm.
Pm
buy a home you need a lot of storm windows
Sacrifice, 8x40 trailer house Mon.-Fri. 7.30 to 530.
mobile
Striout Realty
Wmcc
1971
.nice
Extra
hardwooc
bath questior- answered Like what floors
lot, septic tank. well One mile 730 to .J:10.
Wheel chair. used two months.
Offictts Coast to Cant
large
partial
carpeting
home. 12x60. 2 bedrooms Furnished 2 bedroom. 2
kind of financing is best? living work
Boyers treat Everywhere
• from Kentucky Lake $2700 or For sale. Air compressors -and like new 753-1336.
utility room
large
large living rocm with apartment Deposit required
,Where are the schools? Shopp- and 5 large
Listings Needed
trade for pickup truck 436- air conditioners. Come by Dill s 16. Home Furnishings
closets Call C 0
fireplace recently remodeled Call 753-8271
23. Exterminating
What about the
ing
Centers?
2516
electric.
354-6493
New two bedroom duplex. paperwork that's usually involv- Bondurant Realty 753 9954 no
Commodes. White $39 99. col753-0116
153-3460
rooms appliances fur28. Mob. Home Rents large
ed' Get the lump on these and
ors $54.99 Wallin Hardware
in
hookup
-dryer
nished washer
.
Paris.
olo A
12x60 trailer for rent Brandon utility Private carport and other questions by calling CenCoJrt, 413 patio deck Call 753-9574 or tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Trailer
Dill's
Dill
436-2214
John Lofts
and
white,
Thurman
G.E.,
&
Stove.
Pardons
Applications are being accepted
at 753-1492 We have lust this
McConnell 753-4124
Sycamore
refrigerator Call (901) 247Sharon
753-6513 after 330 pm
&
Insurance
kind of information that makes
75341143
Lou Ann Philpot
by the Murray-Calloway County 5582 or 492-8352
Nicely furnisher.. three One bedroom adjoining Univer- your house hunting easier
7524174
Herndon
Estate
Pont
Thomas
Courts. sity. water furnished $130.
bedroom in
Park Department for Lifeguards. 18. Sewing Machines 77'
Sour hside Court Square
434-2321
Graves
Tim
month Call 759-4496 1303 Chestnut Phone 753$165
Murray, Keatecky
Applications may be obtained at For sale Sewing machine with
Chuck Shutter. 753-7114
after 6 pm
cabinet, good condition. 753753-4451
Owen Billingto, 753-4751
Parks Office 10th & Payne Sts. 9575
3w134 bedroom apartment tor
IMO Two bedroom, we loca- 10
rent Also a three bedroom
tion Call 753-7516.
Closing Deadline - April 15 1980.
19. Farm Equipment
apartment for rent Call 753Chain saw chains 3. 8 pitch
9240 Monday through Friday
for 16' bar. $10.25. 20-.
Two bedroom apartment
$1199. 24-, $14.55 Wallin
Available April 1st Phone 753OWNER FINANCING
.Hardware. Paris. TN
9240
AVAILABLE
Certified Essex seed beans
1300E. Wood St., Paris. Tenn.
Two bedroom duplex brand
Lovely home with over
436-2824
reto announce that we ave now locensked to do
Is
deposit
and
proud
new, no pets
3,000 sq. ft. of living
For sale. David Brown 1200
termote & pest control services in Kentucky
quired Gall 753-9400 after 7
area, 3 baths, central
We con now offer you the consumer fray guaranteed
tractor; John Deere four 14
Dm
gas heat and central
term.teli pest control services at reastkombleprKftt.
inch plow. 10 foot disc Call
air. Fireplace in famiof existing
34. -Houses For Rent
Our services include termite treatment
753-5381
Emerson • Electric Company is acrecreanew constructions 8 comin
of
and
room
ly
pre-treotinent
8
structures
brick,
city
Three bedroom
cepting applications each -day at the
For sale 235 M.F tractor, 9'
plete pest control set vices
tion room. Recently inschool district $275 per monWe coroy &50 000 00 Peplaceinent Insurance on our her•
disc. 200 gallon trailer type
plant guard house. Permanent jobs
sulated to T.V.A
th, security deposit Call 753r
te treatment contracts
sprayer with pump Wagon Call
Owner
specifications.
ex1222
are now available. Machining
hike to thank, you our present customers &
would
•':v•
492-8429 after 4 pm
12%.
at
finance
will
future customers for the confidence you place in us Our
perience desired. Applicant must be
Three bedroom house, large kitPhone Kopperud Realdou.
pleasure to serve
John Deere disc. 1911"
ustorners ore our friends and it vs
chen dining room, living room
willing to work any shift. Excellent
753-1222, for
ty,
ble fold. $6250. stx 161' plows
you
Call
utility
room
carpeted
benefits and pay. An equal opColl us anytime "et-442446i
courteous, competent
$3250. 6 row John Deere
753-9240 Monday through Fri
'Small en° ' to know you • Beg enough to se,.e you
portunity employer.
cultivator. $2000. 12' John
real estate service.
day.
Deere chisel plow. $1850, 15'
ASSUMABLE LOAN
Two to three bedroom brick.
cultivator. $3000. four scaffold
Coldwater area deposit re3 bedroom brick home
411161‘..44 FREE
wagons. $250 each. 8 row
quired Call 328-8531
on corner lot just
trailer type boom sprayer.
l a' 20 MILE
listed. Home has been
$800. 2 row Holland trailer
36. For RenfOilease
has
and
insulated
I
well
$1000
setter,
tobacco
type
DELIVERY
new water heater
Call 489-2141 after 6 pm .
A local manufacturing concern i n NorMini
753-0984
Loan of $28,000.00 is
thwestern Tennessee is currently accepting
1976 L Gleaner, 15' F C bar.
ilommeneramomm30°. Increase April 1
Wareing's*
assumable at 11%
applications for the position of buyer
diesel. A.0 4 row corn header,
clean
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, ofand
exNeat
purchasing
should
possess
F
Candidates,
excellent, $31.000 1975
Peruse Space
$40,900. Call about this
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or Uperience including knowledge of MR0 inGleaner 13'. F C bar excellent
For Rent
one, 753-1222. KopBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
ventory and production control system. Vencondition. air-conditioned.
milling
repair
and
maintenance
penid Realty is bringdor Liaison
x 60. Buy the best for less.
$21.000 3300 John Deere,
753-47518
S P OA iii SUN
(LOUD MIA
machinery. Degree preferred.
ing the 1980's home to
both headers. 1972 model,
offers
growing
fortune
500
Company
This
Gleaner,
BUILDINGS
GKS
PORTABLE
1971
you,
CUSTOM-BUILT
$13.500
Barn and dark tobacco base
excellent salary and fringe benefits. Please
both headers. $12.000. 1973
Call 492-8360
send resume and salary requirements in conmodel FKS. 13', bean header
Three acres of pasture with
fidence,to
condi231 RIO tires, excellent
water and shed 753-3629
Recruiting Manager
tion . $15.500 Interest free
to&3*
P. O. Box 610
financing Phone 492-8425
Ir.-livestock-Supplies
v4r
Paris, TN 38242
lb
40
average
pigs,
Feeder
4c
MF-35 Massey Ferguson diesel
An Equal Opportunity Empifoye,r.
4_
(>
$35 a head 435-4548
tractor, plows, discs and wood
'17A.
splitter Call 489-2705 .
ets-Supplies
3-131M Farmall. excellent condition.
Estate Auction, Saturday, March 29th, at 10 a.m. at the homeplace of the late
A A.A dog grooming, 12 years
disc, plow, plus brackets 'to
Nixon near Stella, KY. Just off Highway/ 121. Watch for Auction Arrows!
Goldie
Call
$10
Jack
experience.
01.cve it to yourself, in your own home, how
mount corn picker $800 Call
Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579
To List .a few items: 2 nice solid wood bedroom suites, beautiful marble top
grea\a, Posturepedic morning can feel. No
753-3068
Basic and Advanced dog obewith oval mirror, old drum table, cord table with matching chairs, old picdresser
kache from sleeping on a toomornin
-thence classes and private inOne two row planter. 3 point
fancy old kerosene lamps, milk glass lamps with swirl base, 4 ladder
frames,
ture
soft mattress. Buy the Posturepedic set. Try
structions Also tracking and
hitch, old model, but in exrack, old 1853 fiddle and bow, camel back trunk, old 1886
magazine
chairs,
back
of
Plenty
All
you're
If
breeds
it for 30 nights, 30 great mornings.
protection training
cellent condition
two oak desk and choirs, nice green desk and choir,
complete,
bell,
dinner
1
no.
Sat. March 29 At 10 A.M.
plates with 2 extra grain boxes
and ages from 2 months up
not 100% satisfied, well buy it back! Hurry
almost new quilted Broyhill couch, 3 nice chairs, one cherry coffee table, hexagon
small
436or
patches
instructor.
Professional
truck
for
Ideal
this offer for a limited time only!
tableasoher fancy tables and beautiful lamps, drop leaf maple table and choirs,
acreage Cheap! 753-2307
From Paris 69A toward Big Sandy about 5 mi, turn on
2858.
road.
black and white t.v., sewing machine with beautiful cabinet, electric heaters, air
of
end
to
go
Road
Betherds
male.
for
Pit Bull dogs. $150
Steele builitIngss's All-steele,
SEALY POSTUREPEDIC
conditioner, old refrigerator, some good glass and chino, swirl fruiters with mat364-2402
(901)
females
$125
clear span. 80x48x12, $3795.
Selling 930 Cop tractor (Butane) B John Deere
ching glasses, pink and green dishes, iron tea kettle, hand mixer, automatic
40x48x16, $4995 40x72x16,
41. Public Sale
Tractor, both in good shape M.F. 3-16' flot bottoms.
washer, large worm morning stove, cub cadet riding mower, old water grind stone
$6495 Also 50x96x16.
Big Rummage sale! Friday,
9' wheel disc, 4 wheel wagon, 5' bushog, 5' blade,
colframe, platform scales, two wheel trailer, tractor seeder, large air combrosso:,
Call
317-788-4581
FOB
on
Queen 2-piece set .. $379.95
Saturday. and Sunday, from 9
spray rig, 1 row New Idea corn picker, 2 row planter,
lect, now
hand tools and wrenches, extension ladder, two hives of bee- ;-tisoas
many-electric
King 3-piece set .... $329.95
til 5 Furniture, topper for Dathammer mill, 30' elevator, cement mixer, shovels,
Full each piece
empty bee hives, smokers and head gear, other hand and garden tools, one Arkanequiphunting
and
fishing
sun,
Six row Co-Op sprayer. two row
hoses, forks and scoops, hog troughs, hog feeder.
sas trowler, fishing boat, other items too numerous to mention.
ment, nik-nalis, and lots of
Ferguson cultivator, two row
Lots of furniture and appliances, gloss dishes, knick
other items The old Murray
Sale held rain or shine Not responsible for accidents. Eats and drinks available.
John Deere corn drill, two 53
knocks, color t.v., twin beds, chests, table and
and Paris Road, 2 houses past
model Chevrolet grain trucks,
Sole conducted by Don Miller's Auction Service. Fbr more information call 435choirs, 4its more. °wrier has sold form and leaving
Green Plains Church Will be
one wagon with sides. one 69
4144 .
stote.
. held inside.
Chevrolet grain truck with twin
. .0
Wearer Allen Owaii
lifts One 18 hp Johnson boat
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday.
Dan Farris
Dan Miller
motor Call 753 4120 or 153March 28, 29, 8 am til 5 pm
Auctioneer
App.
Auctioneer
0798
both days Rain or shine. 100's
of 'Whs, many priced 254-50t,
-"My Service doesn't cost, it pays!"
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive Briggs
1608 Loch Lomond (second
& Stratton engine $229 99
208 Main
753-4834
house on right)
• Wallin I-lardware Paris, TN

Permanent Wanted
wanted
experienced car
housekeeper. 3 days a week for hauler drivers Call 753-4626
3 story home Salary open
Send resume and references to 14. Want To Buy
P 0 Box 32N
silver
Buying
Director Institute
st•rling
coins,
For
gold
silver,
Rural Development

Office
Desk?
We have 24 extra▪ '
good metal desk at a
good low price! •
/1004

Lifeguards Needed

SPECIAL
ER
OFF
on Sealy Posturepedic.

NOTICE
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Serval! Termite &
Pest Control Company

ra

BUYER WANTED

ESTATE
AUCTION

30 Night Trial Offer!

AUCTION
SALE

159

Thurman
Furniture

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
41. Real Estate
the
2
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6
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Nestled in among the trees is
the house of your dreams.
Large patio just outside the
spacious family room Joined by
a roomy kitchen with built-in
cook top and double oven
Three bedrooms. 2 baths, plus
living room and dining area
For your private showing let us
show you today Call Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7/24

43. Real Estate
ALre, ur ievei land

52. Boats and Motors

43. Real Estate

Highway we re sold on your house
1550 Call (703) 921-1403 before we sell it Our theory is
atter 6 pm •
simple We take the time to
Rental property for sale Ex- know your house, Price it corcellent cash flow One block rectly and discover it's distincfrom MSU $39 500 Phone tive features. Because we're
sold on it it's much easier to
1594538
find the right buyers and close
the sale Then we even save you
time after the sale by helping
with time-consuming paperwork It's all a matter of spen115 acres located in the
ding our time wisely so it
753-1222
southeat part of the county
doesn t waste yours. This is lust
Some tillable land, some young
another reason you should call
timber and a large pond On
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
A
good road Less than one mile
Realtors today at 753-1492
FOR SALE
from lake Creek Priced at less
We're the Neighborhood ProIdeal wooded building
than $450 per acre Can be
fessionals
site 'consisting of 3.18
purchased with reasonable
acres and located in
5.
AP
down payment and the balance
Graves County 9 miles
5150U1 REALTY, INC.
financed at less than bank
4-9.111ed Cars
46. Homes For Sale
Tim leeirts sm. 1000
senrsi tie
Southwest of Mayfield
rates John C Neubauer Real
ROM.i.0,1.1 Old
Chevrolet
intersection
2-door hardtop.
four
at
bedroom
house
of
1973
Hwy.
New
in
Estate 1111 Sycamore St
FARMS ROMS
air
and
Canterbury
power
condition,
good
planned
Bell
Well
45
and
Road.
This
Murray 1530101 or 153BUSINESSES
custom built home Call 753- $600 Call 753-8649 after 4
is a choice piece of
7531
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
pm
3903
property and priced
PROMITY
Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
very reasonably at
. stings needed, Offices
Own your home, beat interest 1964 Plymouth 4-door Sedan
Just to Coast Buyers from
Realtors about our VIP Referral
$5500, and owner will
rates and energy crisis. one owner car fair condition
erywhere "Free" Catoglog
Service because changing
finance.
Phone
$17,000 will buy charming 3 with 2 good tires $200 Phone
homes is enough trauma by
Street Realty
KOPPERUD REALbedroom, Cape Cod home in 474-8800 after 4 pm
M., Immo,Ifrolter
itself In a word its called ad
TY, 753-1222 for more
Murray. New gas furnace, new 1980 Subaru 2-door hatiustment Moving from home to
C 2 CoN.Wet td
753.0186
bath, new hot water heater, chback, less than 2000 miles
information.
Solta,e, Iv
Anytime
home and neighborhood to
newly carpeted and decorated. must sell! Call 1901) 364-3552
A
nieghborhood
BUILDING LOTS
Stove and refrigerator. Call after 6 pm
After we sell your home we
45.farms For Sile - 436-2103,
We have listed several
pride ourselves on knowing the
Want to buy: Small, used car in
choice building lots,
Land cleared and leveled. One 47. Motorcycles
neighborhood that awaits you
$1000 range
the
Need
wooded and unwoodacre or more on black top road
elsewhere The schools, parks
ed. Two of these lots
6 miles west of Murray lust off 19/2 Honda CL 350 good con- automatic shift and air No
cars over 10 years old, and no
shopping facilities Now for the
are in Riverwood Sub121
Owner
financing dition 753-9292 or 753-4706 dealers please Leave
ingenious part VIP Referral
message
division and owner
available Call after 4 pm, 489- 1980 Harley Davidson Sportser
during the da for David at
may also find a buyer' for your
2224
wants offer. Also 2
motorcycle. 1978 Mark Twain 753-9694.
present home from another cichoice wooded lots
Smalrfii
n.- tractor and equip- boat, like new. Days 443-6513,
ty, then help that family adiust
50. Used Trucks
east of Murray, 2
ment included Call 753-8846
nights 554-3252.
to your neighborhood Sound
miles.
Phone
46.
familiar? Its the same thing
150
Honda Chopper. fully 1965 Dodge pickup truck. Call
Homes For Sale
Keppernd Realty, 753we do to( you someplace else
By owner 3 bedroom brick. 2 chopped, rigid frame. King- 753-6105 atter 5 pm
1222. for all your Real
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor
baths central heat and air, den queen seat, 16 inch Harley rof sale: Ford van 6 cylinder
Estate
needs.
melon on this service
with fireplace, large lot, more wheel. 8000 miles. $1200. straight shift, all glass win'acreage if desired. 16 miles 753-8515 after 5 pm.
dows, extra seat. Good condisouth Murray on 641. Will sell 48. Auto. Services
tion. Also tool box for pickup
NORNIIIKKLE BARRER SHOP
lets than appraised. Phone
truck. Call 753-3348 after 5.30
201 Water., Shoot
Four aluminum slotted mag rim
1-90-1-44742-54.
Closed
Day
NOUS:
Wed.
All
OfFKE
NEW
wheels Tor Chevy -G78114
Country Estate. Four miles east Goodyear
Saturday 7730 ti I 5:DO
Monday-Friday 7 30-tioon
tires Less than 500 1916 Ford F-100 pickup.
of Hardin 4-way stop, 20 wood- miles $185 Phone 753-7174 40,000 actual. miles. 4-speed
Price of
ed acres. Four year old Barmanual transmissioer 2 barrel
NAIRCIIT $1.25
i• PIKE SHAVE 75'
varion Redwood and brick with One Ford power steering pump. carburator: 8 cylinder engine.
open beamed ceiling, energy $45: One Regal XL white spoke Air shocks on rear, Ford factory
efficient heat pump and wood Ford wheel 8x15, 5 hold, $30: fiberglass topper with sliding
heater, fully equipped kitchen, One set of new 3,4" drive windows, screens and top vent.
3 bedrooms. 2 baths: Call 362- socket. 21 piece metal box. Very good truck $2500 firm;
8064. 527-7161 or 362-8641. guaranteed, $110. Call 753- serious calls only. please. 436Satan*, April 5, 1980 at the home of Mrs. Kobe
.Save 10%. biTrom owner 5463.
2336 after 6 pm
Cornelis home in Nordin Kentucky.
Lovely country home with new Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
For sale. 1972 Ford 34 ton
elect, plumb, insulation, storm snow tires with studs, mounted
Will sell real nice furniture and appliances, lots of
pickup, good running condition
windows and doors. Large kit- on wheels Will fit Chevrolet
choice antiques.
and tires. $800 Call after 5
chen,
large
room,
family
living
Camaro,
1968-69
Chevrolet
Watch next Thursday's paper for detailed listing or
room, utility room, 2 bedrooms Size G 78x14 $90 -Eall 753 pm. 436-5471
call.
1978 GMC Series 6500 dump
and bath. On paved Claytown 2796.
truck. 10 ft. Rogers bed,
rd. (4 miles E of Hazel). Nice
49. Used Cars
17,500 rear end. 2-speed with
landscaping and drive. Priced
for immediate sale at $243,000. 19/2 AMC Gremlin, 6 cylinder. 5-speed transmission, 13,000
To see contact - Elton Hudson, automatic, good condition. actual. miles. Excellent condi$850. Call 753-8124.
tion. Priced to sell. 901-642498-8731.
1977 Chrysler Cordoba, ex- 7721.
cellent condition. Call 753- 1919 Jeep CJ-1. 2000 miles.
3546 after 8 pm.
Call 753-9240
1914 .Cutlass. good parts car. Si. Campers
1951 Chevy Ix ton pickup. 4
24' Franklin, late model, selfcylinder Opel motor. 153-6863. contained
with awning, air con1918 Camaro, 305 V8. low ditioning. antenna. Call 753mileage with lots of extras. Call 5105 after 4 30 pm.
after 4 pm, 759-1958.
For sale Camper topper for
1976 Dodge 4-door, $900 Call long wheel base 753-8780 or
759-1367
153-6827
1972 Duster. good gas mileage. Got spring fever? Here's the
good condition. Call 753-2864 cure...go camping! See us for
after 5 pm.
that new camper or used unit.
1913 Ford Torino. with air, in Complete line, parts, and acgood condition. Will take best cessories Discount prices.
White's Camper Sales, East 94
offer. Call 761-4052.
Highway. Murray. KY, 7531968 Ford Galaxy 500, 302 0605
engine, automatic, power steering, power brakes, air, good Prowler travel trailer, 23 ft.,
condition. 69.000 miles. $350. fully self-contained, excellent
condition. Call 759-4181 or
Call 753-8124
For sale. 1975 Olds Cutlass 753-6317, ask for Rick.
Supreme, 49,000 miles. Phone See the new Prowler trailers for
1980 - Also many good used
753-6753.
tveiWs.. Arrowhead Camper
1913 Monte Carlo, silver with Sate ,
maroon vinyl top. Extra nice in- Mayfield.Highway 80 East.
KY 247-8187.
terior. Automatic with power,
air, and AM-FM. Rides 52.)3oats and Motors
On The Old Murray-Paris Road, Off Of Hwy. 121 South, 4
smoothly. Call days 753-1916 Aluminum bass boat, motor.
miles Southeast of Murray.
or nights 753-6331, ask for trailer, depth, finder, trolling
Lisa.
SELLING an 8 room home on 30 acres - selling M 2 tracts: (1) House and 3
motor. $1500 753-4398.
acres,(2) 27 acres including 18 tillable acres and 2 good tobacco barns. Tracts will
New 1980 Corvette $13,700 14' Alumnicraft 25 hp
be sold separately and then sold as one unit.
153-0372 after 6 pm
Evinrude motor, _0441y trailer.
ALSO SELLING: One 4230 John Deere Tractor with 1709 hours: one 4430 John
Call
after 6 Pm, 753-3786
1968
Nova.
350
350
hp,
Were Tractor with 1750 hours; one 3 year old no-till 8-row Allis-Chalmers Drill;
automatic transmission, mags, 15 Foot Aluminum V-bottom
good John Deere rubber tire wagon; another good rubber tire wagon; John Deere
traction bars. 4.10 rear end; boat. 25 hp electric start
Fertilizer Spreader; 2-row cultivator with Cole fertilizer and dresser; new Miller
6000 miles since over haul. Motor, and trailer. Super-Slick.
Ruff-Neck gas welder; C-60 1973 Chevy 2 ton truck with less than 25,000 miles
$500. Call 753-8515 after 5 753-3243 after 5 pm. 753with 151
/
2 foot Midwest bed & hoist; cattle feeder on wheels; 3,000 new tobacco
pm.
sticks; camper top for short bed truck; 1974 12x54 Atlantic house trailer in good
8579
condition; good chain saw; 5-16" John Deere plows; garden tiller; 2 registered
quarter horses; good steel-tired wagon with spring seat; 1977 Chevy pickup truck;
and lots of other items to numerous too mention.
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 10% down date of sale, balance with deed in 30 days.
Sank financing, cash or certified check. PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS: cash date of
sole. Owner; Silly Morgan. POSSESSION: 30 days.

40_4tsikta
.

AUCTION SALE

214
121
3
74
321
114
751

Chester Auction Service

53. Services Offered

Concrete and block wary tilock
.4 Fiberglass boat and trailer garages basements
driveways
$100 Phone 474-8800 after 4 walks patios
steps bye
Pm
estimates Charles Bar nett
753-5476
For sale 16 Fabuglas boat
Carpentry
service Whatever
with split windshield Adapted
for fishing or pleasure use 85 your needs old or new Nity
hp Mercury with power trim work Call 753-0565
Like new condition Also 36 Carpet cleaning at reasonable
camper type topper for stan- rates, prompt and efficient serdard size pickup paneled roll vice. Custom Carpet Care 489out windows and walk-1A door 2114.
Call 153-4978
Carpet
cleaning
free
1978 Hydro-sport 17 trailer, estimates satisfied references
140 Mercury motor, twin depth Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
finder, live bait well built-in 'ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
gas tank and console steering 753-5827
Call 753-9240
Carpet and linoleum installed
18 Hp Evinrude. 1969 model Workmanship guaranteed one
but used only five times in last year Call Ray McKinzie. 436five years Must see to ap- 2124
preciate $350 firm 753-1499 Driveways white rocked and
graded Any size white rock or
after 6 pm
pea gravel, one ton and up
1918 20 Holiday Deluxe all Clifford Garrison. 753-5429
fiberglass pontoon 75 hp Do you need a carpenter? We
Johnson, hydraulic -lift on do paneling, additions, or what
motor, depth finder. 2 fog have you! All work guaranteed
lights, running lights. Marine Call 436-2516
anchor, can be seen at Darnell
Fish Market, 5 miles east on 'Ed's Workshop Furniture repair
and refinishing, custom woodHighway 94
working, finish carpentry
general maintenance (502,
One man crappie boat Great 354-6238
for bush fishing $100 489Early Bird tune-up Special'
2213
$12.95. Ken's Lawnmower
14' Polarcraft Jon boat. 20 Overbey Road. call 753-8696
horse Johnson motor. Minnkota
trolling motor. Moody tilt Guttering by Sears, Sears con
tinous gutters installed per
trailer. 759-1233.
your specifications. Call Sears
Sea King 14' fishing boat good 753-2310 for free estimates
shape with 5L', hp Johnson
motor Call 436-2597

53. Services Offered
People forget, Picture*
remember.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753-8298

AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodeling
and
maintenance.
References. Guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
PAINTING
Residential, Farm
and Commercial
Spray, brush di roller

15 Yrs. Experience
RALPH WORLEY
436-2353

ROOFING

All types free estimates
Con 759-4512 days 7-59
1859 nights
N & M painting and wall papering 753-7337 or 437-4617
Heating and plumbing, elec
trial appliance work, trailer
work Call 753-0357.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532310. for free estimates
Jack's Blacktop Paving and
patching. Also seal coating.
Reasonable prices. Phone 1531531.
Ken's Lawnmower and complete auto service. Overby
Road. Shop 753-8696. home
759-1221. Fast service!

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered-

Licinsed Electrician and gas installation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs and remodeling around
the home Call 753-2211 or
753-9600
Wet basement? We make *4
basements dry, work completely guarenteed Call or write
Painting Paper hanging Com- Morgan Construction Co., mercial or residential 25 years Route 2 Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001 or call day or night,
experience Free estimates
1-442-7026
759-1981
Will
mow and trim yards, exWill haul driveway white Jock
and Ag lime also have any type perienced and dependable.
Call 492-8556
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Call 56. Free Column
Roger Hudson. 153-4645 or Free Labrador Retriever
pup753-6763
pies Call 436-2160
Mobile home anchors roofs
sealed and underpinning
Aluminum or fiberglass Also
patio awnings and carports
single or double Jack Glover
753-1873 after 6 pm
Mitchell
Blachtopping
driveways \and small jobs a
speciality alCo patchingilind
seal coating 153-1531

Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 159-1116
day or night.

3men-1
BOYD-MAJORS
Street
106 N. 12th
753-8010

ESTATE
EALmm
li
il

REDUCED-REDUCED-REDUCED
Lovely 3 bedroom, 142 bath home,located on 5 acres
of level land, just 6 miles from Murray, on 641 N.
central elec. heat and air. A real buy at reduced
price of $53,000.

MOIL
NEW FOR 1980
Lovely 2 B.R., 2 bath, B.V. just completed in quiet
subdivision, North of Murray. Beautifully
decorated, thick carpeting, luxury throughout,
great room with fireplace. 24 x 30 workshop with 220
wiring and fluorescent lighting. Good garden. In
50's.

After Office Hours
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
Andra Moody 753-9038
Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Reuben Moody 753-9036
Homer Miller 753-751
.B.Hook 753-2387

435-4128

Farm & Equipment
AUCTION SALE

Saturday, March 29th
10:00 A.M.- Rain or Shine
At the Billy Morgan Farm

op
icer
6
If,
on
S.

• 1r

LAIRD BRICK CO.,:

Sale Conducted by

ERRY SHOEMAKER, AUCTIONEER

)1.

tiC

ne

Sponsoring Broker

BILL KOPPERUD

4
nI!
le.
5

753-1222

REBATE
$500

Per Thousand
on all BRICK invoiced
from March 1, 1980 to
May 31, 1980.

Puryear, Tenn.

or Your Local Dealer for Details

FARM EQUIPMENT•TRUCKS•GRAIN BIN
Saturday, March 29th
10:00 A.M.
Location: Nome of Jimmy McClure, appx.5 miles from Murray, Ky. on Mayfield Hwy.
near Coldwater.
Reason for Sale: Jimmy has quit farming and has no further use for his ego/Ipotesi.
Terms: Cash day of sale.
Jimmy McClure invites you to come by and look this fine equipment over
before
sale date.

List
of
Equipment

••••
•

1-7000 Ford trocor, 1976 model, has 1 300 hrs. (bought new by Jimmy, extra clean); 1 -set of duals for
above tractor, 18.4x34. 1 -Complete set of front end weights for above. 1-3-16" 140 series plow; 1-12 ft.
rotary hoe (Ford); 1-12 ft. Ford wheel disk; 1-4 row White, no till planter with fiberglass fert. boxes, like
new. 1 -Athens-fold over disk; 1-995 David Brown tractor, extra clean, see it. 1-2 row 3 pt. cultivator; 1-2
row Holland tobacco setter; 1 -New 3 pt. Holland transplater; 1-20 ft. unloading auger; 1-1000 gal. water
tank; 1-1 1 0 got. fuel tank w/elec. pump; several wrench sets, hydraulic jacks, etc. 1 -AC 200 tractor, 1976
model, unbelievable so clean and a fine machine. 1 -Set of duals for above, 18.4 x38. Set of front weights for
above. 1 -Set 4-1 6" Ford plows, 140 series; 2-Ford chisel plows, 1 yr. old 12 ft. 1-4 Row Burch field
cultivator; 1 -Lilliston 4 row field cult.; 2-1 8.4x26 tires and 1 rim; 1 -Massey Harris (poney) tractor with 3
pieces of equip.; 1-6 ft. bush hog (cutter); 1 -wheel sprayer w/purop and boom; 1-54 ft. transport auger,
PTO driven: 1-6000 bushel groin bin; 1 -grain elevator; 2-hydraulic cylinders and hoses; combine, 510
Massey w/both heads ready to use. TRUCKS: 1-1977 chevrolet P.U._w/oir P.S., B. & pickup topper, one
owner. 1-1963 Ford 2 ton with groin bed, new tires. 1-1957 Chevrolet 1 ton w/groin & cattle racks.
NOTE: any neighbor having surplus equipment contact Jimmy McClure.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: I have been in the section business for foertmon years, but I hero mover seen
cleaner and more field reedy equipment than Jimmy McClure's.

BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.

CONTACT:

LAIRD BRICK CO.,

AUCTION

Inc.

1 Mile North of Dever, Tn. on Hwy.79
61$-232-5150 .
Announcement day of sale will have precedence ever printed matter.
Auctioneer: Ed "Bogie" Bogard, Lk. 540
615-2324221

Alvin Cs:etcher, Lk.601
615-232-7211
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Deaths & Funerals 1 Committee Calls Off
Mrs. Wyatt Dies At
Age Of 56; Rites
To Be On Saturday

Mrs. Ruth Cavitt,
Sister Of Murray
Woman, Is Dead

• Inianc..

Hershel

Mrs

Mrs. Ruth Cavite sister of

Wv att ot Hardin Route 1 died
Thursda at 5 p.m. tier sud-

Sacramento. She had been in

trom

home

returnFig

at South

work as secretar

Marshall Junior High School
was a

deceased. 56,

The

member of the Hardin Baptist
Church. Born March 8. 1924. in
Texas. she was the daughter
of the late Albert and' Sall
Robinson.
Mrs. W v att is survived by
her husband. Hershel Wyatt:
-one son, Glenn Wyatt.. and
. grandcluldren-Lenth.

three

Greg, and Lore -Wyatt, all of
Benton Route I: one sister,
Lilhan

Mrs.

Corpus

Gage,

Christi, Texas

the

of

chapel

1

at

Saturda)

held

be

will

The funeral

p.m, at

th

Filbeck

and

Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with the Rev. James R. Hale
officiating_ Burial will follow
County

Marshall

the

in

Memory Gardens.
al

call

may

Friends

in

home

her

at

p.m

at 3

Monday

Murray. died

den death, due to an apparent
heart attack, occurred as she
was

Campbell of

Mrs Cliff ICloia

the

funeral home after t p.m. to-

ill health for several years.
The deceased. 63, was a
member of the United
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Cavitt is survived by
two sons. Melvin and Carl
Cavitt., and four grandiluldren. Sacramento; three
sisters-Mrs Campbell, Murray, Mrs. Freeman iGweni
Case. Utica. and Mrs. Ernie
) Sue ) Knight, Owensboro: two
brothers, J. C. Howard.
Owensboro. and Dale Howard.
Utica.
The funeral . was held
Wednesday a4 the chapel of
the Tucker Funeral Home,
Sacramento. with burial in the
Sacramento Cemetery.

Allen Jetton, and Jimrny Gills.
the

in

follow

will

Burial

Service

young
men this summer. The president has legal authority to
order registration for men but
needs money to revive the
machinery for getting it done.
Members of the panel were
registering

begin

of

notified
just

the

cancellation
the

before

minutes

20

Mr. Shultz, 27. an electrician. died Tuesday morning at
Hospital. Paducah.

Lourdes

2.

Aug.

Born

Ken-

1952, in

tucky,' he was the son of Faye
Bomar Wilson and Connie
Shultz.

one

daughter, Carrie

Lynn

Shultz. and one son, James Irvin Shultz. Mayfield Route 1:
his mother. Mrs. Faye Wilson,
his father. Connie

Lovett

The band will play at the
Kentucky Music Educators

By MICHAELJ.SNIFFEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I AP)- The
Immigration and Naturalization Service said today it is
conducting "stringent screening- of Iranians entering this
country and denied there is
an •'go-soft" policy to avoid

Association Festival to be held
at Lovett Auditorium on Tuesday. April 1. The band's peris scheduled to

formance

begin around 6 p.m.
Band parents may pick up
popcorn for the fund-

their

raising sale from 4 to 6 p.m. today at the high school.

Calvary Temple Church
To Hold Special Service
Of Song Friday Night
Church,

special tours in many chur-

located on Highway 641 two
miles south of Murray, will

ches across the nation. Duane

hold a special service of song
on Friday, March 28, at 7:30

and has served aschairman of

p.m. Featured as singers will
be the Messenger Choir from

College since 1968. He holds

Temple

Bible

Temple is director of the choir
the Music Department of the

State

Texas

North

from

degrees

Collge,

nd

University

the

The congregation of Calvary

religious music-from contem-

Temple and their pastor, the

porary to the traditional. the

Rev. William D. Cox, invite

Faye

Messenger Choir is a student

the public to attend the Friday

choral

group

service.

about

20

-iohnson,

Sedalia

Route

1.

Southern

University of Houston.
variety

a

Singing

of

composed

students

Southern

Mayfield: two brothers, Darrell Shultz, Mayfield Route.1,

throughout the Houston-Gulf
Coast area on weekends dur-

and Reggie Shultz, Mayfield:
five

nephew's: one niece.

Bible
to

minister

Mine Elevator
Falls; 25 Killed

who

College

churches

The

choir

also

KLERKSDORP,

schedules'

Africa

tAP

—

• When Coach Gottfried got here, the

Barry Lynn, head of a coali-

fetent staff, we would have to get used

the

question

travesty

of

budget process."
of

tion

to

opposed

groups
and

the

draft,

to

how

do

it

procedurally.

They can't be sure the vote's
are there."
Administration

officials

votes to win in the committee,
and later in the full House. Opponents conceded they would
in

the

committee, but

they

had

still

a

measure on the House floor.

OOPS!

South

killing

an

25 • miners.

teams

Nine

of

rescue

workers were trying to reach
the

victims,

min e

a

spokesman said.
The accident occurred at the
Vaal
miles

Reefs

mine, about 60

southwest

of

Johan-

nesburg. It was the first suc h
accident in two years, and the
worst ever at this mine.
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Calloway

Jervis said that in addition
to the initial check that all per-

00,/

DANSKIN

4/

•••••
STANLEY
PHILIPSO N

4
3
/
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All

precinct.

registered

evening,

Democrats are urged to at-

March 31, at the courthouse in

tend and participate in their

called for

Monday

downtown Murray to discuss

precincts.

the schedule of events for the
party's convention process in

p.m. Saturday, April 26, in the

Kentucky in 1980.

circuit

Enix, chairman of the
Calloway County Democratic
Executive -Committee, said
the get-together will begin at 7

Calloway

Z. C.

p.m in the circuit court room

- A county convention at 2
of

courtroom

he's

really not going to

Maybe there

was something

from above telling me that."

the
DemocrLti.c...E.L%. tive
Committee, and other inin
terested) Democrats
of

members

Democratic Party in Calloway
County," Emx concluded.

41//tm,aullefur a..1:31, mem mem
aullim mem ,

and
and

conventions

state

members and officers of the
Committee.

Executive

Precinct committee members
will be the voting members of
the county convention.
and state conventions at 10

be present to hear a full ex-

a.m.

2

and

being put through a secondary inspection.
"Non-Iranians only go
through a secondary inspection when we have reason
to believe there might be a
problem," Jervis said in an interview.
During the secondary inipection, he said, all Iranians
with student visas are
photographed and questioned
about whether their stay out of
this country had interrupted
their U.S. studies and
rendered them no longer in
good standing.
At a news conference March
14. President Carter said Iranian immigrants were
•'screened very closely, and in

county, congressional district,
and state conventions this
He gave the dates and a
brief rundown of each upcoming convention as follows:
— Precinct conventions at

from across the state eligible

three-

the

Nusaissnt power

Only S9200.00

June 7, will

Continuous
Protection
Man

delegates will be among 2,000
to vote.
"We would like to have as
many Democrats as possible

of 21 m.p g I Air conditioning. 2.
steering power brakes.

Diesel engine (E.P A•

Saturday.

on

be concerned with
the election of a chairman,
vice chairman, and members
of a new Democratic State
('entral Executive Committee. Calloway County's 24

10 a.m. Saturday, April 19, at
each precinct's polling place

.

(- EDT,

p.m.

respectively

spring," Fritz added.

New 1980 Model Caprice Wagon

district

— Congressional

Calloway County are urged to

determine

can send delegates to Frank-

fort who are a representation
of the broad base of the

C'alloway County Democratic

"All precinct committee

will

attend the March 31 meeting
and become involved in the
local conventions so that we

will elect 24 delegates to the
congressional district

be followed in the precinct,

I

.

Dwain Taylor evro

641 South

inalw sal#w• =Os imam artStar

mulltaw

D&T
Warehouse Foods
The Only Store With Super Scooper Prices
That Sell For Less
Prices Good While Supply Last

and

Since Nov. 4, he said, 13.293
Iranians. have entered this
country aria 14,084 have left.

Bush
Southern Gem

•

for

ar Less

14'2 I

11 36 um
11;1-`.
53,.-'.
15s‘b.16'sa
18-,
26',
24.1111
11-4
.
30

8'sh 9..a

Livestock Marke—
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP. . USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
300. slaughter cows 100 lower. other
slaughter classes not fully tested,
limited feeder offerings steady. good
7&5-875 lb slaughter steers Si 50-64 DO,
slaughter heifers good 670-785 lb 60 0061 00; commercial cows 42 00-15 00, utility 42 00-47 00, cutter 41 00-4500, canner
and cutter under 830 lb 3500-41 00,
'• slaughter bulls few grade 1200-1560 lb
5050-53 75, choice 280-345 lb yowlers
43 00415 00. choice 360-475 lb calves 62 00.7600, feeder steers medium frame 1 300.440 lb 75 00-63 00, medium frame 2 435715 lb 60 50-75 00, heifers medium frame
1 325-350 lb 6650-71 00, medium frame 2
350-660 lb 56 00-6325
Hogs 700, barrows and gills I 25
higher, 1-2210-256 lb 31 50-32 00, 2 220-260
lb 31 0631 50. sows steady, 1-2300-350 lb
25 00-26 00, 150-400 lb 26 00-27 00. 400-500
lb 27 00-29 00,, 500-625 lb 29 00-30 00.
boars over 300 lb mostly 2500-25 50
Sheep 25. untested

Federal-State Market News Service
March 27. 1960
Kentucky Purchase. Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 451 Est 750 Burrows &
Gilts 75-1 50 higher Sows under 500 lbs
steady to $1 00 higher over 500 lbs $1 00
to 2 00 higher
$30 50-31 00
US 1-2400-230 lbs
$30 25-10 50
US 2 200-240 lbs
429 25-30 25
US 2-3240-250 lbs
US 2-4 260 280 lbs
*Sows
$24 oci-25 00
US 1-2 270-350 flis
$23 00.24 00
US 1-3 300-450 lb@
$2400.36 00
US 1-34.50.500 lbs
.126 00-27 50
US 1-3 500-65011w
$22
lbs
0043 00
US 2-3 300-500
Boars over 300 Its 21 00-2250

2 Liter

Family Size

Field's

Tide

Coca Cola,

10 Lb. 11 Oz.

Pepsi or R.C.

95
4
$
Or Loss

09
$
Or Loss
•

Lima Beans
$100

3

Stock Market
Industrial Aerage
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G A
General care
General Dynarrucs
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf 021
Hardees
Heublein
IBM
Jenco
K -mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy s

the air saying
leave.

the

planation of the procedure to

the

•Nr

"It was like there was something in

courthouse

County

country

entering

Hog Market
_

member committee from each

undergo, all Iranian entrants

sons

4

f
‘
1;:4§),a4S
*
0*,
41
‘
HOSIERY
.
sty
BY
ROUND THE CLOCK

been

has

County

authorities said.

The World of Sound ad which ran in Tuesday's
Murray Ledger 8. Times newspaper was incorrect. It should have been
99'
Lira Oldies But Goodies
$ 2.99
1 Rock LP's
• Reg. S7.98-S4.99-S8.98-S5.99

S110["

A meeting of Democrats in

people,.

of going soft on Iranians enter-

"Hearing he left was like a shock. I
kept thinking, "This wasn't happening.'

Local Democrats ToMeet Monday

vis said, ''Ther'e is no policy,

nuine, legal
reason for coming to our coun-

An elevator

today,

..A new staff would have hurt a lot. It

on the second floor.

ing the United States."

great man.

We want it like it was last year.

to them.

incidents with them.
-INS ipokesman Silas L. Jerwritten, unwritten or implied,

"When he says something, you
believe it. He tells the truth. He's a

"I thought he was prolonging it when
he kept talking about it. Whenever
there a question in your mind,there is a
good chance of changing the decision.

said earlier they had enough

mile down a gold mine shaft

estimated

years here.
whole staff was wiped out," Boone said.
"If they had to bring in an overall dif-

a

interest

cage plummeted more than a
early:

cond coach linebacker Tony Boone had
plried for during his three playing

of

on

making

try."

ing the academic year.

We are striving for the same ef-

fort
Gottfried had -already been the se-

every instance they have been
determined to have a real, ge-

from

Mrs. Janice Clark, Sedalia.
Forester,
Lisa
Mrs
and

We the team) started talking
about it Saturday and said it would be
nice J he stayed.
if he had a better goal for the future,
we %k ere behind him all the way. Our
goal now is start.° be national chain-

the

•'based

are

Bomar.Paris. Tenn.
He is also survived by four
Melissa

was

Officials Screen Iranians
Entering This Country

of

Mrs.

postponement

Band concert scheduled for
State
Murray
at
tonight

Houston', Texas.

and

the budget" and said the com-

chance of killing the funding

Shultz, Farmington Route 1:
his- grandmother, Mrs. Myra

Smith

transfer

registration

the

Connie

a

said, "I don't think they know

tion that had some similarity

-1 knew if he had a couple of days to
*think about it, he would change his

piop.

the

"You have really got to go through it.
"It (the initial news) really surprised
me. I didn't expect him to stay forever:
I think he really likes it around here.
The people are really into football.
"I think he felt the loyalty to the
players he had brought in. I don't think
we realized what kind of coach he was
until we almost lost him. All the players
have got a lot of respect for him."
"My reaction is a sigh of relief,
maybe," tight end Kris Robbins said
with a pause. "As far as everybody else
goes,tam happy.
"There are no changes in the air. It
would have been the third in four years.
"He has so much going for him; we
have so much going for us.

learn a new system.

scheme -an end run around

mittee's

week to get used to it.

"He brought everybody he wanted on
his staff here. Everything fits his plans
here. If he had left, everything would
have been different.
"The coaches get along so well They
formed together and they work
together. That had one of the reasons he
didn't leave.
"They're the guys who get us going
and working together. We understand
what they are trying to do. and we appreciate it because it's right.
"I can't explain it.
"When you think about it, Coach Gottfried's plan to leave was to help a
friend. It's a tribute to the man.

play(ainder a
new one. We would have had only a

had resigned his position. It would have
been Just like my freshman year to

Rep. Lawrence Coughlin, Rcalled

takes at least a full year to

was a big shock to me )last
weekend 1." defensive end Glen Jones
said • All of a sudden I got the news he

Pentagon account.
Pa.,

spring practice 1."
••It

by

money from

tee meeting.

Sedalia:

sisters-Mrs.

program

transferring

vote Wednesday on a resolu-

Murray

•••• !Continued from Page 1

had

claimed

Calvary

Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Barbara Blake Shultz4

administration

start of a scheduled commit-

Manley's Chapel Cemetery in
Henry Cointy, Tenn,

The

lose

spokesman.

Serving as pallbearers are
Gerald Shultz. Jerry Wheeler,
'Gerald Coltharp, Jim Shankle,

again.

to

Auditorium has been cancellband
according to a

Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Glynn Orr officiating. •

planned to fund its Selective

Service System $13.3 million

ed,

the chapel of the Byrn Funeral

It was not clear when the
proposal would be brought up

by the closeness of a House

University's

Shultz of Mayfield Route 1 is
being held today at 1 p.m. at

gressional budget ceiling.

School

The

Ronald

for

funeral

measure would be approved.

bill -to- provide the Selective

day Thursda.

The

to the draft registration proposal.
By a 216-201 vote, the House
approved a resolution providing stopgap funding for the
Federal Trade Commission.
The money was transferred to
the FTC from another agency
to get around the spending
freeze imposed by the con-

The delaed vote involved a

MHS Band Concert
Cancelled; Parents
May Pick Up Popcorn

Ronald Shultz Is
Dead At Age Of 27;
Funeral Is Today

Rs TERENCE HUNT
Associaled Press Writer
WASHINGTON I AP ) - The
House Appropriations Committee today abruptly called
offi a planned vote on money
for President Carter's draft
registration program even
though supporters and opponents had predicted the

Conunitter officials offered
no explanation for its action,
and said the rote was postponed indefinitely.
Several sources suggested
that Rep. Jamie Whitten, DMiss., the committee's chairman and a supporter of
Carter's plan, was disturbed

High

Gottfried.

Funds For Draft Program

Vernor's

Red Cross

Turner Fresh

Ginger
Ale

Tomato
Sauce

Orange
Juice

39
6 Pac

Or Loss

•

8 $ oo
For

•

Or Less

Zesta

Tea
Bags
$

Crackers

1000.

1 Lb. lloz

S8C

Or Lets

Turner

Joy

Ice
Cream
50$.Pail

$3

99
Or Less

Small

Eggs

Dishwashing
Liquid
12 oz. Size

43c

Res er less

Or Loss

Kentucky Made
Polar Bear
Self-Rising

Flour
99

39c
25 lb

53

Or Loss

Cottage
Cheese

65`

Or Loss

Bacon

C

12.1.79 Or less

Potatoes
1139
20 Lb

•

Or Loss

Onions

4 $100
For

•

3 Lb Bog

Or Loss

39C

Jr Loss

Maxwell House
or Folgers

Field's

Coffee

Sausage

1 Lb Cen

Or Loss

$299
Or Less

Cherry Pie
Filling
$119

Pimento
Spread

- Seed
Potatoes

99c

White

Macaroni
& Cheese

100 Lb

14 oz

Raid's
Worthmore

Yellow

Mrs. Weaver's

Or Less

$1 19
•
or Less

Martha White

Lucky Leaf

•

1 lb

.
Turner 120

Safari

69
• Or Liss

$209

Gal.

Bologna

100 lb

Or Less

Potato's
1°1"
99
$11

1 1

99
Or L•ss

1 lb
Hot nr
Kid

$129
Or Less
•

They try to stop
us! But we keep
on finding the
cheaper prices!

